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Abstract
EFSA requested its Scientific Committee to prepare a guidance document on appraising and integrating
evidence from epidemiological studies for use in EFSA’s scientific assessments. The guidance document
provides an introduction to epidemiological studies and illustrates the typical biases of the different
epidemiological study designs. It describes key epidemiological concepts relevant for evidence
appraisal. Regarding study reliability, measures of association, exposure assessment, statistical
inferences, systematic error and effect modification are explained. Regarding study relevance, the
guidance describes the concept of external validity. The principles of appraising epidemiological studies
are illustrated, and an overview of Risk of Bias (RoB) tools is given. A decision tree is developed to
assist in the selection of the appropriate Risk of Bias tool, depending on study question, population
and design. The customisation of the study appraisal process is explained, detailing the use of RoB
tools and assessing the risk of bias in the body of evidence. Several examples of appraising
experimental and observational studies using a Risk of Bias tool are annexed to the document to
illustrate the application of the approach. This document constitutes a draft that will be applied in
EFSA’s assessments during a 1-year pilot phase and be revised and complemented as necessary.
Before finalisation of the document, a public consultation will be launched.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Terms of Reference as provided by the requestor
Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of health-related states or events in
specified populations, and the application of this study to the control of health problems. Therefore, in
the broadest sense, epidemiological studies examine determinants of health and disease conditions in
defined populations, including humans, animals and plants. Epidemiological studies include both
experimental and non-experimental studies, the latter is often referred to as ‘observational’ studies.
Within EFSA’s remit there are well established procedures and guidelines covering the use of
controlled animal experiments for chemical risk assessment and the use of double blind randomized
controlled trials. Other sources of evidence include non-experimental studies for assessing potential
harm or benefits of different factors (chemicals, nutrients, biohazards) in humans, animals, including
both analytical and descriptive monitoring studies, and nutritional intervention studies that deviate
from RCT designs. For these sources of evidence, guidance on how to use these studies in EFSAs work
is either more limited or lacking. This is particularly the case for epidemiological studies in humans,
which are often characterized by high variability and uncertainties related to ethical constraints on
what interventions can be made and how information can be collected. Therefore, the way human
epidemiological studies are conducted and the information they provide do not always fit into existing
frameworks for traditional chemical risk assessment or other established procedures within EFSA.
In light of the identified needs, it is important that clear guidance be developed on how evidence
from epidemiological studies can be appraised, integrated and used in EFSA’s scientific assessments.
Such guidance would enable all areas in EFSA’s remit to better exploit all sources of evidence, while
correctly accounting for their potential limitations. The Scientific Committee has recommended in 2013
and in 2016 that a cross-cutting guidance be developed on the appraisal and use of epidemiological
studies. This recommendation was based on the observation that limited use is made of evidence from
non-experimental studies in chemical risk assessment.
Terms of Reference
This project will:
A. deliver a Guidance addressing the following terms of reference:
1) Set the basis for giving guidance on how to appraise and interpret findings from different
types of epidemiological evidence and its application in EFSA scientific assessments.
2) Provide guidance on how to appraise and integrate evidence from epidemiological studies of
humans or animals for specific scientific assessment questions of the different EFSA panels.
Particular emphasis should be given to areas where guidance is lacking.
3) Provide guidance on how to use evidence from epidemiological studies in EFSA scientific
assessments.
Particularly,
• In relation to safety of chemicals for human health: Provide guidance on how to appraise and
use epidemiological evidence from experimental and non-experimental human studies in
scientific assessments of chemicals.
• In relation to efficacy assessment for human health, animal and plant health: Provide guidance
on how to appraise and use epidemiological evidence from experimental and non-experimental
human and animal studies in scientific assessment of efficacy for chemical and biological
agents.
B. Facilitate the implementation of the Guidance in EFSA’s scientific assessments by providing:
• Infosessions
• Trainings
• Assistance from a cross-cutting WG (to be agreed at the adoption of the guidance).
1.2. Interpretation of the Terms of Reference
The use of epidemiological studies affects risk assessment in a broad range of areas that fall under
EFSA’s remit, i.e. nutrition, toxicology, animal and plant health as well as biological hazards. It requires
a good understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of different study designs, and the ability to
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evaluate studies individually, in a structured manner, and to assimilate and interpret evidence from
relevant epidemiological studies.
This guidance will provide a brief introduction to the different types of epidemiological studies
(Section 4.1) and explain the key epidemiological concepts that are relevant for evidence appraisal
(Section 4.2) to address the first Term of Reference (ToR).
To address the second ToR, the guidance will explain (1) how to make inference on the three
main types of bias, information bias, selection bias and confounding, in specific study designs, (2) how
to make judgements about the direction and the magnitude of the bias and 3) how to deal with bias
when it is identified in a study. Furthermore different approaches to study appraisal will be described.
Finally, the guidance will explain the integration of evidence across different types of epidemiological
studies (Section 4.3) within the same population (e.g. summary across all human observational studies
or across all human experimental studies), and highlight the respective value of the available study
designs in the context of the research question and the population under study.
The use of epidemiological studies, e.g. for the setting of reference values or health-based
guidance values, varies among different panels and depends to a large extent on their different types
of scientific assessments (nutrition, toxicology, animal and plant health). Therefore Section 4.4,
addressing the third ToR, will focus on the panel-specific needs regarding use of epidemiological
studies.
In terms of scope, this guidance will cover experimental and observational studies with humans,
animals and plants as target populations, excluding studies of laboratory animals and in-vitro studies.
Where relevant guidance documents already exist, e.g. OECD guidelines, the guidance will refer to
these.
2. Audience and degree of obligation
This guidance is aimed at all those contributing to EFSA assessments and provides a harmonised,
but flexible framework that is applicable to all areas of EFSA’s work and all types of scientific
assessment, including risk assessment. In line with improving transparency, the Scientific Committee
considers the application of this guidance to be unconditional for EFSA. The document provides
guidance on the general principles of the appraising epidemiological evidence, but assessors have the
flexibility to choose appropriate methods, and the degree of refinement in applying them.
3. Data and methodologies
The concepts used for the development of this guidance are covered in standard textbooks in
human (Rothman et al., 2012) and animal (Dohoo et al., 2009) and plant disease (Madden et al.,
2007; Cooke et al., 2006) epidemiology, as well as textbooks covering more focused topics including
nutritional epidemiology (Willet, 2013). Published papers, book chapters and reports from the
biomedical literature are referred to where appropriate in support of arguments, statements and
examples.
Concerning methodology, for this guidance an extensive literature search or systematic review of
the epidemiological literature was not considered relevant, as this guidance is drawing on basic
concepts and methodologies within epidemiology, explains them and provides recommendations on
how to use them in the context of EFSA’s work.
ToR 3 demands that the guidance addresses the specific scientific assessment questions of the
different EFSA panels. Therefore, the experience of the different scientific panels of EFSA in using
epidemiological studies in their scientific assessments, and the specific questions for which guidance
was needed, were collected via a questionnaire submitted to the EFSA coordinators of all 10 panels
and their chairs. The responses were used by the working group to focus the guidance on these
needs. Further clarifications of panel needs were obtained where needed.
4. Assessment
EFSA has published in recent years a number of cross-cutting guidance documents with the aim of
further increasing robustness, transparency and openness of its scientific assessments. Altogether the
documents cover major approaches to the use and interpretation of data and scientific evidence in risk
assessments.
In the PROMETHEUS project (‘PROmoting METHods for Evidence Use in Scientific assessments’);
EFSA defined a set of principles for the scientific assessment process and a four-step approach
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(plan/carry out/verify/report) for their fulfilment (EFSA, 2015a), which was piloted in 10 case studies,
one from each EFSA panel. According to PROMETHEUS, the process of validating or appraising
evidence must be planned for, conducted consistently, verified, and thoroughly documented. To do
so predefined criteria must be applied to all individual studies of the same design included in the
assessment. This is important as study appraisal both informs and influences the integration process,
where all potentially relevant data are considered and weighted together. Based on the results from
the pilot phase, several limitations were identified and recommendations were made (EFSA, 2018a).
These included
• the lack of guidance and of agreed in-house appraisal tools;
• the need for standardised templates that account for the diversity of the evidence;
• the lack of expertise in appraising studies using structured approaches;
• the need for multidisciplinary Working Groups (WGs) of experts (statisticians, epidemiologists,
domain experts).
In the ‘Guidance on the assessment of the biological relevance of data in scientific assessments’
(EFSA Scientific Committee, 2017a), biological relevance is considered at three main stages of the
process of dealing with evidence. In that document it is stated that ‘For each effect, the first step is to
determine whether it is causally related to the exposure or treatment, for instance according to the
Bradford Hill viewpoints (Hill, 1965)’. Therefore, even if aspects related to the reliability of the various
pieces of evidence used in the assessment are outside the scope of this guidance document, evidence
appraisal is acknowledged as being a necessary step to reach conclusions about the causality for
exposure-health associations.
The Weight of Evidence (WoE) guidance document (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2017b) provides a
general framework for considering and documenting the approach used to evaluate and weigh the
assembled evidence when answering the main question of each scientific assessment. This includes
assessing the relevance, reliability and consistency of the evidence. In line with the concepts and
approaches set out in these guidances, this document can be considered an extension that addresses
specific needs of guidance on appraisal of evidence from epidemiological studies.
4.1. Introduction on epidemiological studies
In recent decades, principles and methodology of epidemiology have undergone rapid
development. This development has partly been driven by advancements in methods for analyzing and
collecting large scale data. Several definitions of epidemiology have been proposed, with older
definitions often being narrower in scope, stating for example that ‘Epidemiology is concerned with the
patterns of disease occurrence in human populations and the factors that influence these patterns’
(Lilienfeld and Lilienfeld, 1980). Acknowledging the broader scope of epidemiological research today,
Porta in the Dictionary of Epidemiology (2014) defined epidemiology as:
The study of the occurrence and distribution of health-related events, states and processes in
specified populations, including the study of the determinants influencing such processes, and the
application of this knowledge to control relevant health problems.
By this definition, epidemiology is not just the study of disease but also the study of any health-
related state, including distributions of biomarkers (or surrogate endpoints) in the broadest sense.
Indeed, epidemiology provides a set of tools and methodologies to describe outcomes of interest in
well-defined populations. Outcomes can be of a variety of types (e.g. infection, disease, immunity,
presence of a characteristic, death etc.). Studies on health-related states may also cover outcome
distributions where a direct link with health is not always well characterised. The growing number of
studies in humans and animals linking environmental exposures to the composition of gut microbiota
(Clemente et al., 2012; Snedeker and Hay, 2012) is one example of such studies.
The Dictionary of Epidemiology definition is relevant for the study of health-related states in any
population, these being either humans, animals or plants. Regardless of the type of populations under
study, these populations need to be defined explicitly. Although there can be important differences in
design and conduct, it follows that general epidemiological principles and considerations also apply in
settings which have traditionally been viewed as non-epidemiological. As an example, potential biases
that can occur in studies in laboratory animals are often the same as those encountered in
experimental studies in humans. Such similarities in methodological challenges also exist for non-
experimental studies, regardless of the study population.
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Epidemiological studies can be broadly classified as either descriptive or analytical. In descriptive
studies, patterns of health-related states are described across one or more factors, such as over time
and place, while in analytical studies, relationships between identifiable factors and health-related
states are quantified. Analytical studies can be classified as either experimental or non-experimental
studies, with the latter often referred to as observational studies.
4.1.1. Descriptive epidemiological studies
Descriptive epidemiological studies have the objective of describing the occurrence of exposure or
outcome in a population (e.g. humans, animals, plants and the same methodology may even apply to
non-living items like food) over factors such as time, gender or space. When all members of a defined
population can be examined, i.e. when a census is possible, the characteristic(s) of interest can be
determined directly. In practice, this is often not possible, for logistical or other reasons. In those
cases, surveys need to be conducted, in which a sample is taken from the population of interest and
their characteristics are then measured. These include prevalence or surveillance surveys of specific
characteristics. An example of such studies of relevance for EFSA are reports on trends and sources of
zoonoses, zoonotic agents and food-borne outbreaks (e.g. EFSA and ECDC, 2018); reports on
antimicrobial resistance (EFSA and ECDC, 2020); surveys for plant harmful organisms (‘pests’) relevant
to the EU’s plant health policy for which EFSA provides survey data sheets (EFSA, 2020b) and reports
on pesticide residues in food (EFSA, 2020c) and National Dietary Surveys (EFSA, 2018b).
4.1.2. Analytical epidemiological studies
A brief description of the most common designs of analytical epidemiological studies, both
experimental and observational, is given in this section.
4.1.2.1. Experimental studies
Experimental studies are primarily confined to experiments where the exposure conditions are
modified by the researcher to examine what effect an intervention may have on the population under
study. In Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs), factors that may affect the outcome are (on the
average) balanced out by randomly allocating study participants to different treatments (two or more
groups). At the end of the experiment, the groups are then compared with respect to the outcome of
interest (parallel design). The unit of randomisation can either be the individual or a group of
individuals within the study population (cluster randomisation). Examples of clusters are school units,
families, neighbourhoods, farms and villages. Cluster randomisation may be chosen to serve
convenience, to avoid departures from treatment, or to assess group effects. At least for human
studies, complexity and overhead in terms of recruiting a sufficient number of ‘units’ is generally less
when the ‘unit’ is the individual, compared to when the ‘unit’ is the cluster.1 Examples of experimental
studies of randomised design include pharmaceutical trials, nutritional (or supplemental) trials and
toxicological studies in experimental animals. The sample size needs to be sufficiently large to cover all
the confounders and effect modifiers identified. In humans, variability in lifestyle and genetic factors is
generally high. As a result, relatively large sample sizes are needed, compared to some experimental
studies in animals.
In RCTs, random treatment allocation alone is, however, not sufficient to achieve valid results.
Blinding the investigator and caretakers (e.g. in the case of children and animals) to treatment
assignment is essential to avoid bias resulting from unintended differences in co-intervention of the
experimental groups or differences in the assessment of the outcome. For human participants, being
blinded to the treatment received is equally important to avoid bias from selective dropout, changes in
behaviour or departures2 from the assigned treatment (Dodd et al., 2011, 2012). When both the
investigator and participants are blinded to treatment, these studies are referred to as double blind
RCTs. If appropriately designed and conducted, they should provide an unbiased measure of effect
(gold standard).
Several variants of the RCT design exist. The simplest variant is when double blinding cannot be
achieved. This is the case for many nutritional, lifestyle and other preventive interventions that test
1 Observations within the same cluster tend to be correlated.Therefore, in principle, the same number of clusters as compared to
individual may need to be randomised to achive balance across intervention groups. Recruiting clusters into a study is generally
more complex than recruiting individuals.
2 Departures here include participants‘non-adhearance to treatment (not complying or simpy doing something else) or changes
in the prescribed treatment by the investigator.
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the efficacy of treatments aimed at reducing risk to health. For example, for many nutrients including
fish oils, salts, nutritive and non-nutritive sweeteners and most foods, participant blinding is difficult or
impossible to achieve (but blinding of the investigator can often still be ensured). Similar problems
arise in many cognitive and physical activity interventions. Lack of blinding at the participant level may
lead to selective dropout and departures from the assigned treatment. Another design is the
randomised crossover trial where each participant receives both (or all) treatments in a random
order, with a suitable ‘wash out’ period in between. This design has the advantage that each
participant acts as its own control, which is more effective in balancing external factors than
comparing different participants randomly allocated to two or more treatment groups. The limitation of
this design is that it is only suitable for treatments where the anticipated effects are short term and
fully reversible. That is, no carry-over effects between treatments are expected to occur, and response
to treatment can be assumed to be independent of the order in which it is assigned. This design is
often used when comparing the effects of different treatments on clinical biomarkers such as blood
pressure or lipids. A variant of the crossover design in occupational settings is when the researcher
changes workers’ exposure by removing them temporarily (or permanently) from their workplace (or
assigning them to other tasks), to see if their health conditions (such as asthma or allergies) improve.
Preclinical trials: By convention, Phase 0, I and II clinical trials in humans are designed to assess
safety, pharmacokinetics and -dynamics of pharmaceuticals in humans prior to conducting RCTs (phase
III trials). One characteristic of their design is that they may not include a well-defined control group
for comparison and the study population can be quite different from the target population that the
intended treatment is designed for. In phase 0 trials, a group of healthy participants are given
microdoses of the test substance. Such trials are aimed at detecting potential adverse effect at low
doses and/or provide relevant information on pharmacokinetics. General conclusions on the effect of
the exposure are, however, hampered as this design does not include a control group. Furthermore,
healthy participants may be less likely to respond to treatment compared to more sensitive individuals.
In phase I trials, often called ‘dose escalation trials’, participants are dosed in small groups going
from low to high doses to assess the safety or tolerability of the test substance. These studies may
involve sensitive subgroups (patients) and they provide valuable information on both pharmacokinetics
and tolerability (acute toxicity) of the test substance. However, in terms of evaluating the potential
health effects across dose groups, the small number of participants per dose and possible dropout due
to adverse events means that randomisation across dose groups is rarely achieved. As a result, bias
(confounding) may occur. Phase II trials are designed to test therapeutic doses of the test substance
often in sensitive individuals (patients). These trials are of smaller scale (sample size) than Phase III
trials (RCTs) and vary by design in terms of use of controls (no controls, currently preferred medication
or placebo). Although phase 0, I and II trials are mostly used in relation to testing of pharmaceuticals,
these designs (or variants of these designs) often cover exposures falling under EFSA remit. An
example of such studies include a phase 0 trial studying the pharmacokinetics of bisphenol-A (V€olkel
et al., 2002), a phase I dose escalation trial of caffeine (Altman et al., 2011) and advantame
(Warrington et al., 2011) and in the area of novel foods a phase II trial examining the possible
therapeutic effects of flavanol-containing cocoa (Balzer et al., 2008).
Experimental studies involve a variety of ethical considerations. An extensive and rigid
framework of ethical standards is in place and it is constantly evolving based on new developments
and their challenges. These ethical standards aim to safeguard the participants’ safety, autonomy, and
equal and respectful treatment within the experimental study (World Medical Association, 2013). Even
when no apparent harm (side effect) is expected, such as in preventive interventions, the design of
the study should ensure the best interest of the participants, including active surveillance for
unexpected adverse events. In several cases, experimental studies aimed at testing beneficial effects
of presumably non-harmful substances at low doses, such as for vitamins and antioxidants, have
shown unexpected harmful effects (The Alpha-Tocopherol Beta Carotene Cancer Prevention Study
Group, 1994; Lippman et al., 2009; Kristal et al., 2014). These examples clearly highlight the
importance of being cautious and maintaining high ethical standards when conducting experimental
studies.
4.1.2.2. Non-experimental epidemiological studies
In non-experimental (observational) epidemiological studies, the researcher has no control over the
circumstances or amount of exposure. Instead, the researcher observes the outcome of interest in a
given population, whose members may have been exposed to certain factors, inadvertently or by
choice. The exposure of interest is observed (and quantified) and its relationship with the studied
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outcome assessed. The level and variation of the observed exposure reflect how participants have
been exposed within their surroundings, which includes occupation and differences in dietary habits
and other factors. Associations between exposures and outcomes are derived from such studies, but it
needs to be ascertained whether the observed associations are attributed correctly to the exposure of
interest. In fact, confounding may occur if other determinants of the outcome are not randomly
associated with the exposure. For example, a study may find that elderly people with serum 25(OH)D
(vitamin D) above 75 mmol/L perform better on physical function tests than those with vitamin D
status below 50 mmol/L. Such an association may be confounded by the simple fact that those
participants who are healthier (less frail) may spend more time outdoors. In practice, it is usually
impossible to record and fully account for all factors that may influence the outcome. However, by
replicating findings across different study populations and with support from other experimental
findings in vivo and/or in vitro, a stronger case for or against causality can be made.
The major observational epidemiological study types are cohort, case–control, cross-sectional and
ecological studies. These designs differ in terms of selection of study participants, the timing between
assessment of exposure and the outcome; and whether the two are assessed on an individual or
group level.
In cohort study designs,3 a source population is defined, and participants (the study population)
are recruited and classified according to their exposure. Participants are then ‘followed-up’ for a
specified period of time (the risk period), during which the outcome of interest is evaluated and
compared across the exposure groups, while taking confounding factors into consideration. One
advantage of this design is that it can be ascertained at the beginning of the study whether
participants are free of the outcome of interest. After sufficient follow-up time, depending on the
induction period of the outcome (or disease), it can then be examined if the exposure may have
contributed to the development of the outcome. In general, cohort studies are more expensive and
difficult to conduct than other types of epidemiological studies, and the time it takes to generate
results depends on the induction period of the outcome. Several large cohorts have been created in
order to test many different hypotheses, covering many exposures and outcomes, including rare
diseases, that are studied over time (e.g. the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children,4
Biobank UK5).
Case–control studies recruit participants based on the outcome of interest. That is, participants
with a certain disease or health-state (cases) and an appropriate group of participants that do not
have such condition (controls) are recruited from the same source population. Thus, a case–control
study involves studying cases (from the source population over the risk period) and a sample of non-
cases. The distribution of past or current exposures among cases and non-cases (controls) is then
compared, taking confounding factors into consideration. It is important that selection of controls is
conducted ‘at random’, i.e. that controls are a random sample of the source population over the risk
period, with the qualification that controls may be matched to cases on some key factors such as age
and gender. The strength of this design is its efficiency compared to the cohort design. In fact, case–
control studies should be viewed in the context of a specific source population, in the sense that all
cases from this population – over a defined period of time – are included in the study, whereas only a
sample of non-cases is taken from the population. This sample of non-cases is used to estimate the
distribution of exposures and confounders of interest in the source population from which the cases
arose. The gain in efficiency of the case–control design derives from the fact that in a cohort study of
the same source population, the entire population would have been studied. This gain is even more
pronounced if the outcome under study is rare.
Cohort studies can be prospective, historical or combination of both (ambispective/
ambidirectional). In prospective cohort studies, information on exposures is collected prior to
assessment of the outcome while for historical studies the exposure and/or the outcome are assessed
back in time (retrospectively). However, even a historical cohort study may involve exposure
information that was recorded prospectively, e.g. a historical occupational cohort study may involve
following participants over several years from recruitment but the exposure information may be based
archived blood samples, clinical- or other records collected prior to recruitment at the time that the
3 We consider here typical cohort designs with two or more exposure groups, although most of the text equally applies to single-
arm cohort studies, census studies or panel studies or any longitudinal studies (such as birth cohorts) in which exposure
groups are not defined at the start of the study.
4 http://www.bristol.ac.uk/alspac/
5 https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/
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relevant exposures occurred. In ambispective or ambidirectional studies, the exposure has already
occurred before the study, but the outcome has yet to occur. This is a useful setup for assessing health
outcomes with a long induction period and exposures that could trigger several outcomes of interest
(Lazcano et al., 2019).
Similarly, case–control studies may be based on historical records or may involve interviews about
historical exposures. The latter approach may result in problems if the health condition influences
quantification of current or past exposures. For example, cancer cases may recall their past exposure
differently than non-cases, even in situations when the exposure being assessed is not causally related
to their disease condition (the same holds for many other health conditions). In addition, differences in
the presence of certain health conditions among cases and controls, such as impaired kidney function
or inflammation, can influence the measured concentrations for many biomarkers of exposure. In
summary, the presence of certain health conditions when exposure is being assessed can create a
spurious correlation between the quantified exposure and the health outcome under consideration, i.e.
reverse causation. However, this is a problem in some but not all case–control studies.
Assessing the exposure prospectively prior to the occurrence of the outcome should guard against
reverse causation. It is, however, a common misunderstanding that case–control studies are always of
lower quality. Past exposures can often be accurately assessed retrospectively through archived
biomaterials stored in biobanks, or through access to high-quality health records or other similar
sources. If past exposures can be assessed in such manner, with appropriate temporal separation in
relation to the outcome assessment, the risk of bias due to the exposure assessment is most often at
least comparable to that of a prospective design. Thus, for case–control studies the risk of bias is
largely determined by how and when the exposure was assessed (retrospectively based on participant
recall, cross-sectional or assessment of past exposures from high quality records). The case–control
sampling is irrelevant in this context and it only relates to how participants were recruited.
Other types of observational epidemiological study designs include the cross-sectional design and
the ecological study design. In cross-sectional studies, a group of participants are recruited at one
specific point in time, and information on both outcome and exposure is ascertained simultaneously. By
design, it is usually not possible to ascertain whether the exposure occurred before the outcome;
therefore, the directionality of the observed association is often uncertain. That is, in some cases, the
outcome (health-state) itself may influence the exposure, resulting in reverse causation. The risk of
such bias strongly depends on the health state under consideration, and this has to be evaluated on a
study by study basis. Despite this methodological flaw, a cross-sectional design may often be
appropriate, such as in cases when exposure has rapid short-term effects. For example, for relatively
rare exposures such as consumption of glycyrrhetinic acid from liquorice, which affects blood pressure
(Sigurjonsdottir et al., 2001), a simple cross-sectional study recording consumption for the past day
and measuring blood pressure at the same time would be more appropriate than a cohort design that
prospectively correlates exposures recorded in the previous year to current blood pressure.
Additionally, no problems with reverse causation would exist for risk factors that do not change (e.g.
blood type, genetic factors, etc.).
Finally, in ecological studies, the units of observation are groups of participants, defined for
example by region or community (i.e. populations of countries). Health-related states and exposures
are measured across units, and their relation is examined. Limitations of these studies are lack of
individual assessment and difficulty in accounting for confounders on a group level. Since the exact
status of each member of the population (both in terms of exposure and in terms of outcome) cannot
be ascertained, the ‘ecologic fallacy’ may be produced by the fact that the relationship between
averages of population exposures and outcomes may not represent the relationship between exposure
and outcomes at the individual level. Very specific sources of bias should be assessed for ecological
studies. However, despite these potential problems, in rare cases ecological studies have the
advantage of achieving large exposure gradients, as exposure to certain nutrients or contaminants are
generally greater across different units of observation than within individual units (Weisskopf and
Webster, 2017).
In summary, each of the observational study designs reviewed above have their strengths and
weaknesses. For certain exposures and outcomes, cross-sectional and ecological study designs can
provide relevant information for risk assessments to complement to other lines of evidence.
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4.1.3. Epidemiological studies in animals
The principles of design and analysis of epidemiological studies are the same for human, animal
and plant populations. Veterinary epidemiology, although based on the same methodological and study
design principles as human epidemiology, often has different challenges to address, while some
aspects of the execution of epidemiological studies may be simpler in animal rather than in human
populations. For example, compared to humans, animal populations are sometimes easier to access,
observe, control, test and follow-up. On the other hand, not all animals are individually identifiable, as
is the case in intensively reared chicken, fish or wildlife. In those cases, probability sampling of
populations and formation of study groups of individuals can prove very challenging or impossible.
Additionally, exposures, outcomes and confounders may not be possible to assess at the individual
level. In those cases, it may be necessary to use an entire group of animals (population of an entire
fish tank, or an entire room of broilers, etc.) as the unit of the epidemiological study (in which case the
exposures, outcomes and confounders are assessed at the group level). Sometimes, it may be feasible
to introduce manipulations that make individual identification of animals possible but this may not
necessarily be part of the usual routine of animal rearing, and therefore it could affect the study
findings.
As in any other branch of epidemiology, the definition of the target population, study population,
enrolment process and sampling when dealing with animal populations is made with regard to the
study objective, feasibility and bias minimisation. Studies on companion animals can have more
similarities with human studies than studies on farm animals or wildlife. The hierarchical structure of
farmed animal populations (e.g. different levels of organisation and possible social structures of such
populations, clustering within production or housing units, litter effects, etc.) requires consideration in
the design of the study and use of appropriate statistical methodology when analyzing its results.
Studies on wildlife are typically restricted to descriptive or cross-sectional designs. Unique challenges
exist on ascertainment of cases in wildlife studies, when the entire population is not easily accessible.
This is because observation of animals with the condition under study can, in those cases, be very
challenging or dependent on other factors. For example, sick or dead wild animals may not be found,
unless they are close to routes of human movements without ever being observed. The estimation of
population sizes in these cases is a study objective in its own and requires specific methods (e.g. using
capture–recapture). Information on population size is required as denominator in measures of disease
frequency. Population size, on the other hand, is usually not a challenge in observational studies done
within animal production systems (except sometimes when entire production units, or even entire
farms, are the epidemiological unit). In all cases, daily operation of the system and the planning of the
production need to be taken into consideration when conducting the study.
In animal epidemiology, obtaining exposure, disease and confounder information needs to focus on
animal owners, breeders or farmers or on records or proxy measurements; therefore, the reliability of
these sources of information always needs to be assessed. Distortions due to human behavioural or
cognitive factors (compliance, non-response, recall and other intentional or non-intentional
interferences with sampling, treatment or diagnosis) may still occur and, therefore, influence exposure
or outcome assessments, treatment of study animals and other aspects of the epidemiological study.
4.1.4. Epidemiological studies in plants
In plant health, an epidemic has been defined simply as ‘the change in intensity of a disease in
time and space’ (Madden et al., 2007). Plant health focuses mainly on infectious disease (rather than
non-communicable disease). A considerable number of plant health threats are caused by the invasion
and spread of herbivorous insect populations in addition to pathogenic microorganisms, and the EFSA
Plant Health (PLH) Panel thus operates at the intersection of epidemiology and population ecology.
Consequently, fields of study relevant to the PLH Panel can be found in the study of infectious disease
of humans and animals (e.g. Diekmann and Heesterbeek, 2000), and invasive species and entomology
(e.g. Cock and Wittenberg, 2001). There is also a very strong focus on the environmental drivers of
insect pest and pathogen populations in plant health, which are a major contributing factor to
epidemics. Indeed, plant pest risk is usually viewed through the lens of the ‘disease triangle’ where
there must be overlapping availability of host, pathogen and conducive environmental conditions for an
epidemic to occur, with particular emphasis on the latter (Madden et al., 2007). In contrast to human
disease epidemiology, and to a lesser extent animal disease, plant health is concerned with a very
large number of wild and domesticated host species. For example, Xylella fastidiosa, a current major
plant health threat in the EU, is known to infect over 550 plant species (EFSA, 2020d). Despite this
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difference, the One Health concept, which has been used to unify human and animal disease studies,
has been identified as an opportunity to better integrate plant health (Boa et al., 2015) with a few
examples of broadening the approaches commonly used in plant health (e.g. Uwamahoro et al., 2018).
The EFSA PLH Panel uses a mechanistic population-based approach to capture the dynamics of
insect pest and pathogen populations through the attributes of the disease triangle. This involves the
definition of a conceptual model to compute changes in the population abundance and distribution
across the different assessment steps (EFSA PLH Panel, 2018). For typical quantitative pest risk
assessments (QPRA), questions are framed by the ISPM (International Standards for Phytosanitary
Measures), in particular ISPM2 11 on entry, establishment, spread and impact of pest populations.
These activities are supported by up to date panel guidance documents (EFSA PLH Panel, 2018, 2019).
Problems encountered include the availability of data to parameterise pest risk models (but which can
be supported by Expert Knowledge Elicitation (EKE)) as well as transferability of models in space and
time, including the assessment of climate suitability and climate change. In general, this is confounded
by the limited number of epidemiological studies in plant health from which to synthesise information.
Although this uncertainty is in part offset, since small deviations in risk can in general be tolerated in
plant health, which is often not the case in human disease.
4.1.5. Cause and effect
In simple terms, causality is the process where one factor leads to the production of another process
or state. Section 4.1.5.1 gives a short description of some of the existing theoretical frameworks on
causality that have been developed within epidemiology. Considerations on how to make inferences of
causality based on different study designs are then given in Sections 4.1.5.2–4.1.5.3. It should be noted,
that in general, the level that a study is aimed at (e.g. molecular, individual, population) needs to be
considered when weighing the evidence for causation.
4.1.5.1. Existing frameworks on causality
Much of the theoretical framework for causality in epidemiological studies has been developed in
the 20th century, driven in part by studies on smoking and lung cancer (Rothman et al., 2008;
Vandenbroucke et al., 2016). Theoretical frameworks include the simple but much cited viewpoints
formulated by Austin Bradford Hill (1965); and more elaborate theoretical framework such as the
Sufficient-Component Cause Model (Rothman et al., 2008). The subject of causality has also been
elaborated by Pearl (2009) and Pearl and Mackenzie (2018).
The Bradford Hill (1965) paper has been very influential in the development of systematic
assessment of evidence of causality. With his nine viewpoints, Hill laid a sound framework for
assessing causality; some are specific to assessing an individual epidemiological paper, but most are
directed at synthesising evidence across different types of study. The features that he proposed were
as follows: Strength of the observed association, consistency across repeated studies, specificity of the
association, temporality – exposure preceding effect, a gradient of effect or dose–response
relationship, biological plausibility – mechanistic evidence or support from animal studies, coherence
between different types of epidemiological observation, experimental evidence, analogy with
comparable causal associations with other exposures. He emphasised that his systematic approach
serves to guide the assessment of the strength of evidence of causality and cannot be used
mechanically to yield a yes/no decision.
None of my nine viewpoints can bring indisputable evidence for or against the cause-and-effect
hypothesis and none can be required as a sine qua non. What they can do, with greater or less
strength, is to help us to make up our minds on the fundamental question – is there any other way
of explaining the set of facts before us, is there any other answer equally, or more, likely than cause
and effect?
The nine viewpoints and the questions to answer when assessing if they are met are listed in
Annex 1 of this document.
The original Bradford Hill viewpoints have been modified and adapted for toxicology (Adami et al.,
2011), and applied within the Mode of Action framework for comparative analysis of the WoE (Meek
et al., 2014). They can also be used to assess the WoE that supports an investigated Adverse
Outcome Pathway, and for making a judgement on how strong the evidence is to support a particular
investigated mode of action (Gross et al., 2017). The Bradford Hill viewpoints have also been used to
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develop approaches to evaluate the confidence in a whole body of evidence when making inferences
of causality (GRADE and modified GRADE Approaches (Morgan et al., 2016)).
Another influential framework on causality is the Sufficient-Component Cause Model. This model is
centred around the fact that disease causality is multifactorial, meaning that in most cases several
component causes need to act together or sequentially in order to complete a sufficient disease cause
(Rothman, 1976). Moreover, several different sufficient causes may lead to the same disease. The
more component causes that are known, the more complete is the causal picture of the disease, which
allows for more targeted and accurate interventions for prevention of the disease. Such component
causes or risk factors are investigated in both experimental and observational epidemiological studies.
4.1.5.2. Experimental studies and causality: strengths and limitations
Experimental studies (also named ‘intervention studies’), when they are feasible, are better suited
than non-experimental studies to determine if a certain exposure is causally related to a given
outcome. When available and of good quality, these studies are generally considered the optimal
design when making judgement on causality. Often the absence of an effect in such studies is
considered a strong argument for ‘no evidence for effect’. Such interpretations are however only valid
in sufficiently powered studies where risk of bias is low meaning that double blindness can be
achieved, compliance is high, and dropout is low. These conditions can more easily be met in
nutritional interventions with vitamins, minerals and supplements where the assigned intervention
requires modest commitment from the participants. However, when the assigned intervention requires
substantial changes in habitual lifestyle, these conditions become more difficult to achieve. This is, for
example, the case for some dietary intervention studies. Examples of such studies include interventions
aimed at reducing risk of non-communicable diseases such as cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Howard
et al., 2006) or individual CVD risk factors (Tang et al., 1998) through assignment to complex dietary
regimes (in this example low-fat diets rich in whole grains fruits and vegetables). In such studies,
observed changes in dietary habits between intervention and controls have generally been very
modest and far from the goals set out for dietary changes in the beginning of the intervention. In such
studies, compliance may decrease considerably over time, thus hampering the reliability of long-term
intervention studies. Before concluding that results from such trials provide ‘no’ or ‘limited’ evidence
(Zeraatkar et al., 2019), relevant questions often not asked are if one would expect such modest
changes to have a measurable effect on the outcome under study, as compliance was good, if the
intervention lasted enough to induce some effects, and if participants (and investigators) were blinded
to the treatment allocation. That is, despite superiority in design, the idea that one can randomise and
ask people to change their lifestyle habits substantially over several months or years and see if they
experience lower disease frequency is subject to substantial methodological challenges that may, in the
end, weaken evidence for or against causality.
4.1.5.3. Observational studies and causality: strengths and limitations
Compared to experimental studies, observational studies are more prone to bias, particularly
confounding. It is therefore more difficult to make strong statements on causality based on their
results, particularly if based on a single or very few studies. Replication of findings from different study
populations, where confounding factors due to lifestyle habits may differ, and taking other lines of
evidence into consideration is usually needed to build a stronger case for causality (EFSA, 2017b). It is
also a common belief that a case for causality can only be made from observational epidemiology by
relying on prospective cohort studies. This view, however, ignores the fact that different designs often
complement each other, particularly when possible sources of bias differ. As an example, when
studying diseases, which have a relatively long latency period, such as cancer, cohort studies may
suffer from large dropout of participants during follow-up periods, which properly designed case–
control studies can bypass. Another example is that cohort studies may not have information on
potential confounders such as smoking, whereas case–control studies often do have this information.
Thus, if the case–control studies indicate that there is little or no confounding by smoking, then this
strengthens the evidence from the cohort studies, and indicates that any observed increased risks are
unlikely to be due to confounding.
There are also examples where observational studies can be considered better suited than
experimental studies to identify causal relationships, such as when assessing the safety of food
supplements, food additives, pesticides or pharmaceuticals post-marketing. One famous example is the
marketing of oral contraceptives in the 1960s. Few years later (in the 1970s), observational studies
started to show a consistent association between oral contraceptives and venous thromboembolism,
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an outcome that previous clinical trials lack power to detect. Based on these findings, the
ethinylestradiol dosage in these pills was reduced substantially, which was associated with less side
effect in subsequent studies (Dhont, 2010).
4.2. Key epidemiological concepts relevant for evidence appraisal
Decision on how to use evidence from an epidemiological study in a scientific assessment should be
supported by a rigorous appraisal. This includes assessment of individual studies in terms of their
internal validity, which is the degree to which the observed findings from a given study or experiment
are unbiased and accurate for the population studied. That is, a study of appropriate design that is
conducted and analyzed in a way that minimises risk of bias and chance findings is said to have high
internal validity. In the section below, key concepts on how to assess and appraise epidemiological
studies are introduced. This covers both practical issues relating to understanding and interpreting
exposure and outcome measures and a brief description on main sources of biases. A more practical
application of these concepts is then introduced in Section 4.3.
4.2.1. Reliability of studies
4.2.1.1. Use and interpretation of measures of frequency and measures of association
Frequency measures refer to discrete variables that describe distributions of outcome, exposure or
covariate measures such as, disease status, mortality, occupation and smoking. Although frequency
measures are generally described as proportions or percentages, two key concepts for defining binary
outcome measures in epidemiology are the prevalence and incidence:
• Prevalence refers to the proportion of cases in the population at a given time.
• Incidence rate refers to the rate per unit of time at which new cases are occurring in a
defined population.
Prevalence and incidence rate are useful measures for describing how frequent a given outcome
occurs (at a certain point in time) and the rate at which it is occurring (over time). For frequency
measures, the more common approach in epidemiology is to use rate ratios or risk ratios as measures
of effect. The most common measures are explained in Box 1. More complete descriptions can be
found elsewhere (Dohoo et al., 2009; Rothman et al., 2012).
Box 1: Measures of effect for frequency outcomes
Measures of effect are indexes that summarize the strength of the link between exposures and outcome.
Effect measures can be expressed in both relative and absolute terms
Measures of effect in cohort studies: Let us assume we have two groups (1 and 2) that differ both in









where b is the number of events and N2 is the total number of subjects in group 2.
The risk ratio of an event occurring in group 1 compared to group 2 is then
Risk Ratio, RR ¼ p1
p2
When the probability of an event is time dependent (changes over time) the effect measure becomes the
rate ratio (also sometimes called the hazard ratio): That is, the number of new cases (events)
occurring divided by the number of person-years at risk (for example, if 10 people are each followed for 10
years, this involves 100 person-years of follow-up)
Then the rate ratio is defined as
Rate Ratio ¼ k1
k2
, where k1 and k2 is the rate in groups 1 and 2, respectively
The risk ratio refers to the proportion of participants who experience the event over the follow-up period,
whereas the rate ratio takes into account the person-time of follow-up. Relative effect measures
are commonly used in epidemiological studies as they provide direct measure of the strength of an
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Different views exist on whether measures of relative risk or absolute risk (see Box 1) are more
appropriate for evaluating and interpreting effects or associations from epidemiological studies.
However, the argument can be made that both are necessary to evaluate findings and ‘one cannot be
interpreted without the other’ (Noordzij et al., 2017).
To give an example, let us say that in a well-defined community the prevalence of perinatal
mortality has increased from 0.11% to 0.44% and one suspected cause is a dramatic increase in
exposure to an environmental contaminant (e.g. contamination by accidental release of waste water
contaminated with mercury into a nearby aquatic environment). In terms of measures of effect, the
absolute risk difference is 0.33%, which for the individual is quite small. At the community level, such
increase in perinatal mortality would also, perhaps, not be noticed in the absence of complete
registration and publication of summary statistics from relevant authorities. However, the risk ratio
(RR) is 4.00 (OR is 4.01). This effect size reflects a ‘dramatic’ shift in an outcome that substantially
impact on the families involved.
To take another example, let us say that in a randomised controlled trial of a food supplement an
unexpected side effect is revealed. At baseline, the prevalence of hypertension among study
participants is 28.7% in both intervention and control groups. However, at the end of the study period,
the prevalence in the intervention group is 34.5%, but 28.8% among controls (placebo). The risk
difference here is 5.7% which on an individual or population basis could be considered as biologically
relevant. However, in terms of interpretation, this outcome should be reversible and of modest clinical
relevance in the short (but not long-) term. The RR here is only 1.20 (OR is 1.32).
To conclude, absolute risk measures are the most relevant measure when assessing the population
impact of exposure. However, when quantifying effect size or strength of an association, relative risk
estimates are more appropriate. A thorough evaluation of any association or effect reported in a study
requires careful weighing of the actual effect size, the severity of the outcome and the absolute
relevance for the individual and the community/population. Ideally, sufficient information allowing
translating relative outcome measures to absolute measures should be reported in any publication, but
the absence of the latter should not be used to downgrade studies.
The approach of modelling absolute risk is also used in one particular tool in risk assessment:
benchmark dose modelling (BMD) (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2017c). This approach was developed
for toxicological studies with different groups of animals (e.g. rats or mice) exposed to several doses of
a compound being tested. The absolute risk of developing disease (e.g. inflamed liver) increases from
background rate at very low doses to very high or all of them at the highest doses. Based on fitting a
smooth line through this data, the dose at which a fixed proportion being affected, say 5%, can be
read across. When applied to multiple chemicals, a standardised result can be reached: what dose
causes 5% of the animals to show this adverse health effect. This can be used as a point of departure
to set a protective level by taking into account the confidence interval of the estimate and adding
safety factors. This methodology is now sometimes being adopted and applied to epidemiological data
association between exposure and outcome. On the other hand, absolute risk measures such as risk
difference (p1 – p2) or the rate difference (k1 – k2) provide a direct measure of excess risk of
outcome (or disease) between two groups.
Measures of effect in case–control studies
Case–control studies usually involve studying all cases in the source population (over the follow-up period) and
a sample of the non-cases. In case–control studies the incidence of the outcome of cannot be estimated based
on how subjects are recruited. The outcome measure in a case-control study is therefore the ‘odds ratio’. That
is, the odds of an event occurring is the probability of the event (p) divided by the probability of no event
(1 – p). The odds ratio is then the odds of an event in group 1 divided by the odds of the event in group 2:





What this relative effect measure is estimating depends on how the controls were chosen. In most case–
control studies, the odds ratio from the case-control study corresponds to the rate ratio from the
corresponding cohort study. Sometimes the OR is used as an outcome measures in cross-sectional and cohort
studies. In such cases the OR generally exaggerates the estimate of the relationship between exposure and
outcome. However, for rare outcomes (< 10%), the value of the OR is not too different from the RR.
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(WHO, 2010), with, for example, the absolute effect (e.g. IQ) related to the exposure level (e.g. lead
in blood), and the BMD estimated for a fixed effect, in this case a shift of one IQ point (EFSA, 2010).
BMD modelling is useful as a tool for setting health-based guidance values but is not of itself a tool for
assessing causality, which needs be done based on integrating the strands of evidence from multiple
studies.
4.2.1.2. Exposure assessment
In controlled experimental animal studies, the investigator usually has full control over the exposure
conditions and their changes for the whole duration of the experiment. In such cases, major exposure
misclassifications are largely confined to rare mistakes. In humans, similar control over exposure
conditions may be achieved in highly controlled metabolic trials that can, for ethical and practical
reasons, at most stretch over a few days. For other experimental studies, including many RCTs, the
investigator has much less control, as exposure is only assigned and partly monitored. As an example,
in an RCT testing the effect of long-chain omega-3 fatty acids supplementation on blood pressure, the
effect estimate, in strict terms, measures the average effect of administering the supplementation.
That is, the average effect over those taking the supplement and those who did not (or did something
else). In most RCTs, some departures are more the rule than the exception and depend on the
complexity or intensity of treatment. Therefore, compliance to the treatment allocation should be
carefully measured, whenever possible, throughout the experiment. Exposure misclassification due
to departures from randomisation can be differential or non-differential, the former potentially leading
to biased results without knowledge of the direction of the bias, while the second generally tends to
distort the measured effects towards the Null. In contrast, non-differential misclassification cannot
create an association and cannot be adjusted/accounted for.
In observational epidemiologic studies (of humans, animals or plants), the investigator has no
control over the exposure conditions. Therefore, the assessment of exposure must rely on laboratory
measurements or other proxies of the exposure itself, such as questionnaires, historical records,
geographical information systems, environmental modelling techniques and other tools. In such
settings, the key challenge is not only to assess exposure in a reliable way, but also to assume that its
duration and amount are consistent with a causal effect, that is biologically plausible. Most often, the
longer the time period that the exposure assessment covers (or can be assumed to cover), the better
it is, at least for diseases with a long induction and latent period. What can be considered as
‘acceptable’ or ‘valid’ in exposure assessment depends, however, markedly on the exposure and
outcome under study. For example, a single blood measure of a persistent substance such as dioxins
that has an elimination half-life of several years could be considered a reliable marker of long-term
exposure and of relevance for most long-term health outcomes, including chronic disease such as
cancer or cardiovascular disease. The same would not apply for a non-persistent compound such as
caffeine, which has an elimination half-life of a few hours and whose body levels may markedly change
over time, in relation with short-term endpoints. For caffeine, therefore, one or more objective
measurements from blood samples would be enough to examine short term effects on blood pressure,
but repeated measurements in blood stretching over longer time period would be needed to reliably
assess possible effects on disease such as stroke and other CVD. Despite blood measurements of a
compound being an objective measure, substantial long-term exposure misclassification for single
measurements may occur due to individual variation in uptake and excretion.
In a questionnaire, a simple question on behaviour including habitual coffee, alcohol intake or
smoking can often be considered reliable as such habits can be assumed (or have been shown) to stay
rather constant over time for most individuals. However, self-reported exposures are often considered
inferior to objective methods as, for example, heavy smokers (or drinkers) are more likely to
selectively underreport their habits. Objective methods are generally preferred but, when such
methods do not exist or are not used, risk of bias should not automatically be assumed. As an
example, for smoking the use of urinary cotinine measurement as an objective biomarker can be
useful to quantify exposure misclassifications, compared to relying on self-reported estimates only.
However, this objective biomarker has not always led to new major achievements in our understanding
of the causal relationship between smoking and health.
Exposure misclassification in epidemiological research may, however, also occur when ‘objective’
methods for assessing exposure are used. For example, providing subjects with a fitness watch to
objectively measure physical activity may result in an activity higher than usual simply because study
participants have become motivated to use the instrument. It is also well known that use of dietary
records can result in changes in dietary habits during the period of recording as some foods are more
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difficult to weigh and record than others. In addition, such records cannot generally assess rare or
highly seasonal food consumption in a reliable way. Another example is use of 24-h urine sampling,
which allows for accurate assessment of exposure to several substances over the past day. However,
the burden of collecting all urine excreted during that period may lead to subjects becoming less
mobile (or behaving differently), resulting in changes in exposures that would not normally occur, or
may decrease the number and completeness of participant recruitment due to lack of participation.
Therefore, the simple act of trying to capture exposure with high precision may lead to biased
estimates due to behavioural changes. In addition, even when an optimal biomarker of exposure, such
as the determination of a substance in one or preferably multiple 24-h urine samples, is not available,
determining such a substance in a less adequate matrix, such as in one or more random urine or
morning samples, may still provide an acceptable estimate, with only a limited amount of systematic
bias. By considering the strength and the limitations of the methods applied for exposure assessment,
for example through careful validation of the assessment method, a more appropriate use of the
available evidence can be made in the risk assessment process.
One common practice when examining continuous exposures in observational studies is to divide
the exposure variables into categories, using a priori or data-driven (percentiles) cut points of
exposure. The dose response is then examined relative to one reference exposure category. One
reason why this approach has historically been used as that the resulting effect estimates from
quantile analyses provide simple representation of the underlying dose response relationship that is
easy to interpret in comparison to, for example effect estimates obtained from non-linear regression.
The use of quantiles does however lead to some loss of precision and the pros and cons of this
approach are discussed in some detail in Annex 6.
4.2.1.3. Statistical inference for effect measures in epidemiological studies
Effect measures, as estimated in epidemiological studies represent an estimate of the underlying
true parameter in the reference population. In order to make inferences about such parameters,
uncertainties around the statistical (or central) estimate need to be considered. This is done be
estimating confidence interval which accounts for random measurement errors6 in the exposure and
outcome. In general, the larger the sample size, the higher the precision, which is reflected by
narrower confidence interval around the central estimate.
In terms of reporting effect measures, both the central estimate and its confidence interval should
be reported. The p-value may provide useful supplementary information, but there is a growing
consensus that significance testing involving arbitrary cut-points (e.g. p < 0.05) is not appropriate. For
further discussion on this issue, the reader is directed to Annex 2. Similarly, as for the effect measure
from a single study, effect measures from several studies (or experiments) should, in the absence of
systematic bias, follow a distribution affected only by random (study-specific) errors that are symmetric
around the true estimate. It is, however, well known that publication bias can occur when the
probability of publication of study results is correlated with the reported effect size (or statistical
significance), i.e. when small effect sizes (or non-significant results) are systematically
underrepresented in the body of evidence. As a result of publication bias, the body of available
evidence may bias the summary of evidence away from the NULL in cases where there is truly no
effect or skew the estimate from its actual value when an effect truly exists. This phenomenon has
been discussed in the context of the reproducibility crisis in science (Ioannidis, 2005). A similar bias
would result from a selection process of published studies for evidence integration (e.g. systematic
reviews). Thus, both the selection of results for publication and the selection of published studies in
evidence integration should be independent of reported effect sizes. Mandatory pre-registration of
clinical trials can mitigate publication bias. A worldwide voluntary pre-registration of studies involving
animals has been launched recently (Bert et al., 2019). A preregistration of observational
epidemiological studies can be assumed to have similar positive effects but is not yet established.
4.2.1.4. Systematic error (bias)
Systematic errors differ from random errors in as far as the former would be present even in an
infinitely large study, whereas random errors can be reduced by increasing the study size. Thus,
systematic errors (or ‘bias’) occur if a systematic difference between the true value and the measured
6 Random errors in experimental measurements are caused by unknown and unpredictable changes in the experimental output.
For continuous measurements, random errors follow a normal distribution. Random errors should not be confused with
systematic errors (see Section Annex 3).
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value exists (Pearce, 2005). Systematic errors are usually classified into three types of bias:
information bias, confounding and selection bias.
4.2.1.4.1. Information bias
Information bias concerns misclassification of the study participants with respect to exposure,
outcome or confounder status. Usually, two types of misclassification are considered: non-differential
and differential misclassification.
Non-differential misclassification occurs when the probability of misclassification of exposure
or health outcome is the same for cases and non-cases, i.e. exposed and non-exposed persons are
equally likely to be misclassified according to disease outcome, or diseased and non-diseased persons
are equally likely to be misclassified according to exposure. In most cases, non-differential
misclassification of exposure biases the relative risk estimate towards the NULL. In most cases, non-
differential misclassification tends to reduce the size of the effect which is of particular concern in
studies which find a negligible association (Pearce, 2005).
Differential misclassification occurs when the probability of misclassification of exposure is
different in cases and non-cases, or the probability of misclassification of disease is different in
exposed and non-exposed persons. This can bias the observed effect estimate either towards or away
from the NULL value (Pearce et al., 2007). For example, in a nested case–control study of lung cancer,
with a control group selected from among members of the cohort without the health outcome of
concern, the recall of past exposures in controls might differ from that of the cases, leading to
differential misclassification. This could bias the odds ratio towards or away from the NULL (value of
1.0), depending on whether members of the cohort who did not develop lung cancer were more or
less likely to recall such exposure than the cases (Pearce, 2005).
4.2.1.4.2. Confounding
The term ‘confounding’ describes a mechanism that may result in invalid inferences about an
investigated risk factor. Confounding is to be expected if the factor of interest is associated with a
different factor (the ‘confounder’) which is a known or unknown risk factor for the outcome of interest.
For example, assume that the exposure to substance X (risk factor of interest) is associated with co-
exposure to cigarette smoke (confounding factor), i.e. individuals who are exposed to higher
concentrations of substance X also smoke more cigarettes compared to the unexposed; and smoking is
also causally related to the outcome of interest.
When confounding is not considered, the potential effect of the risk factor of interest may be mixed
with the effect of the confounder or even entirely explained by that confounder. Consequently, the
statistical effect estimate is biased with unknown magnitude and typically away from the NULL
(towards significant effect). It is a matter of subject expertise to identify potential confounders, to plan
collection of confounder information at the design stage, to adjust for confounders in the analysis and
to consider the possibility of residual confounding7 in the interpretation of the study results.
Confounding can be mitigated by the design of the study and through ‘adjustment’ in the statistical
data analysis. An ideal study design to control confounding ensures that the expected variation of all
potential confounders is identical across all levels of the main risk factor. RCTs are epidemiological
studies in which this is theoretically possible since allocation of intervention or treatment (main study
factor) to the participants is at random. Thus, potential confounders should (on average) be evenly
distributed in all treatment groups. Confounding can still occur in an RCT due to imbalanced
distribution of confounding factors due to small study size, uneven dropout or compliance across
treatment groups. In observational studies, where exposure to the main study factor is not controlled
by design, confounding is more likely to occur.
If potential confounders have been identified in the design of the study, and the respective
information on all confounders is collected at the individual level, it is possible to statistically adjust for
confounding. Several approaches for confounder control exist (Kestenbaum, 2019). One approach for
this involves stratification by the confounding factor and construction of a weighted effect estimate
(e.g. the Mantel–Haenszel odds ratio estimate). Multivariable models (more precisely generalised linear
models with link function suitable for the given response variable) provide a similar adjustment
(correction of confounding bias) and offer the additional flexibility to accommodate categorical as well
as continuous risk factors. The fact that a risk model is adjusted for one or several confounding factors
7 Residual confounding is the distortion that remains after incomplete confounder control in the design and/or analyses of the
study.
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does not give a full guarantee against confounding bias. It requires a case-by-case expert judgement
from a subject matter and statistical modelling viewpoint to decide whether potential confounding is
adequately addressed. For example, in CVD epidemiology, a different set of confounding variables will
be required compared to infectious disease epidemiology.
While the technique of matching in cohort studies can be used to prevent confounding from
occurring, in case–control studies, it may also lead to the opposite result, i.e. introduce confounding,
i.e. because it may violate the principle of selecting controls at random from the source population. In
practice, matching may artificially bring the exposure distributions in the cases and controls closer
together than they really are (in the source population) and therefore introduce bias. Therefore, in
matched case–control studies, the matching factor will in most cases need to be controlled for in the
analysis (Pearce, 2016).
In observational epidemiological studies, usually more than one factor will differ between the
compared groups, in which case they could all be potential confounders. For this reason, the results of
such studies are always subjected to multiple regression analysis, which allows for the adjustment of
the effect estimates for several factors simultaneously in the same statistical model. That means that
the effect estimates obtained from such modelling are unconfounded by the effects of the other
factors that are included in the same model (provided that these other factors have been defined
appropriately and measured accurately). Residual confounding may still exist for several reasons
including 1) other confounder that have not been included in the model, 2) imprecise measurement of
one or more confounders controlled for or 3) inappropriate modelling of the confounder in the
statistical analyses. Even though it is very important to evaluate the appropriateness of the statistical
model used, the validity of the respective assumptions, and the model building strategy, etc., this is a
very technical issue which is beyond the scope of this document. It is advised that for this task the
assistance of a statistician or an epidemiologist be requested.
4.2.1.4.3. Selection bias
Selection bias is an important systematic error in observational studies. It involves bias arising from
how the study participants are selected (or select themselves) from the source population. It thus
arises when the relation between exposure and disease in the study population (i.e. the actual study
participants) differs from the relation in the source population from which study participants are drawn
(Rothman et al., 2012). In general, selection bias occurs as a result of the procedures used to select
study participants (Pearce, 2005). Because usually only information from the recruited study
population is known, selection bias must typically be evaluated indirectly or theoretically, and
anticipated in the study design. It may be possible to ‘correct’ selection bias in a study, if the factors
influencing selection can be controlled for in the analysis (in the same way that confounders can be)
(Pearce, 2005). This requires, however, that additional information (on these factors) needs to be
available for all study participants.
Selection bias could occur, for example, when people enrolled in a cohort study are self-referred.
One such example would be if people self-referred to a study, knowing that they had the studied
exposure and suspecting that they may also have the outcome (maybe experiencing relevant
symptoms). Selection bias would occur if these people would indeed have a higher probability of the
outcome compared to exposed people in general. Selection bias can be related not only to ‘selection’
to enter a study, but also to a ‘selection’ to exit a study. In this sense, the bias resulting from a loss to
follow-up (persons lost to the study investigators before the end of the study) that is differential
between the two compared groups (e.g. exposed and non-exposed) is also a form of selection bias
(Hernan et al., 2004).
Selection bias can also result from using an inappropriate control group in a case–control study. In
these studies, the purpose of the control group is to provide an estimate of the distribution of
exposure in the source population from which the cases originate. A control group may fail to provide
this information, when, for example, the population from which the cases originate is not appropriately
defined, or selection of controls is based on convenience rather than on specific criteria that need to
be fulfilled. For a detailed discussion on selection of controls in case–control studies, the reader is
referred to Wacholder et al. (1992a,b,c).
Confounding generally involves biases that can occur even if everyone in the source population
took part in the study as they are inherent in the source population. Selection bias on the other hand
covers biases that stem from the procedures that are used to select the study participants from the
source population. As a result, selection bias is not an issue in a cohort study with complete follow-up,
as the study cohort composes the entire source population. Selection bias can, however, occur if
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participation in the study or follow-up is incomplete or if the response rate depends on the exposure
and outcome (e.g. over-representation of heavily exposed persons who are more likely to be
diagnosed with disease (Pearce, 2005)). Similarly, selection bias is not an issue if a case–control study
involves all cases in the source population (and risk period) and the controls are a random sample of
the source population, and the response rate is 100%. However, selection bias may occur if response
varies by exposure and disease status.
4.2.1.5. Effect modification/Interaction
A key issue of epidemiological research is to identify and assess the extent to which the effect of an
exposure may depend on the level of one or more other factors and whether or not such factors may
have an independent causal effect on the endpoint under consideration. Such factors are described as
effect modifiers, the underlying concept being the existence of interactions between two or more
factors. For example, if an exposure vs. no exposure has a rate ratio of 3.0 in men and 1.5 in women,
gender is an effect modifier because the effect of the exposure is different in men and women.
Identification of effect modifiers has a key relevance in both scientific research and risk assessment,
and also plays a crucial role when assessing the external validity of study findings. Therefore,
assessment of interactions has become a key goal of scientific research, in order to identify higher
susceptibilities to adverse or beneficial effects of a given exposure, according to other exposures or
endogenous factors (such as children, pregnant women, diseased persons, individuals with specific
dietary/life-style habits or genetic backgrounds).
Effect modification is entirely different from confounding, since the former concerns the ability of
one factor to modify the causal effect of another factor on a defined endpoint, while the second deals
with the possibility that the association we find between a risk factor and endpoint is not actually
causally related to that factors, but derives from factors co-variating with the primary exposure under
investigation. Therefore, understanding of effect modification is necessary to characterise causal
association, interactions and susceptibilities, thus being important in risk assessment. Confounding on
the other hand is a bias that must be minimised when planning a study or removed at the analysis
stage.
Effect modification may be assessed either as statistical interaction or biological interaction
(Rothman et al., 2012). Statistical interaction is just departure from the basic form of a statistical
model and is therefore dependent on the metrics used in the statistical model. By changing the scales
of measurement, one can introduce or remove statistical interaction. Biological interaction describes
the mechanistic interaction between causal factors, assessing the departure over additive effects of the
combination of single risk determinants. It amounts to an attempt to identify susceptibility factors,
which are factors that modify the effect of an exposure on a specific health endpoint. Unlike statistical
interaction, it is a biological phenomenon. The assessment of biological interaction requires
considerably more data than the assessment of the effect of a single factor and may involve the net
effect of factors that are causes and preventives in varying combinations.
4.2.2. Relevance
Generally, epidemiological studies conducted in the target species have clear advantages in terms
of relevance over studies conducted in non-target species, as uncertainties due to between-species
extrapolation are eliminated. Second, it can often be assumed that the exposure conditions in
observational settings, if appropriately captured, are more similar to real conditions in terms of
duration, concentration of exposure and other circumstances than in experimental studies where the
exposure conditions are chosen by the investigator. A refined assessment of the relevance of the
evidence from epidemiological studies requires that the choice and characteristics of the study
population, the selection of study participants, the exposure conditions as well as the case definition
and the measurement of the outcome be evaluated with respect to the specific risk question.
4.2.2.1. External validity
When assessing external validity several different concepts should be distinguished:
• There is a target population to which we wish to draw inferences (e.g. all people in the EU, all
people on the planet)
• There is a source population which is used as the source of participants for a particular study
(e.g. everyone living in Parma, British doctors)
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• There is a (perhaps smaller) study population, i.e. the group of people who actually take part
in the study, with some of the source population not taking part either due to selection by the
investigators, or self-selection (i.e. non-response).
External validity refers to whether the study findings can be generalised to the target
population
Provided that disease outcome has not affected the choice of source population, and if 100% of the
source population is included in the study, then there can be no selection bias. Rather, any differences
between the results in the source population, and what would have been obtained from studying the
whole target population is a result of confounding (different confounding structures) and/or effect
modification (see Section 4.2.2.2). In most studies, the ‘target population’ is left undefined, with the
implication that the findings are intended to apply to ‘everyone on the planet’. In fact, there is no need
to invoke some hypothetical target population to validly design and analyze a study. In more simple
terms, generalisability is a matter of scientific inference, not statistical generalisation (Rothman et al.,
2012). When studying exposure-health relationships in the target species, lack of representativeness
may not be a problem when identifying risk factors (e.g. the original findings for smoking and lung
cancer included a study in British doctors).
External validity is of particular relevance for descriptive studies and cross-sectional surveys aimed at
determining disease frequency or other characteristics in a given population. If the study population
recruited in these studies is representative of the source population, statistical inferences may be made
about the characteristics (parameters) in the source population, based on the information from the
study population. Representative samples can be obtained using specific probability sampling
techniques. However, sometimes, it is not possible to obtain representative samples from a population.
In those cases, it is very important to consider if the population has been sampled selectively, based on
specific factors, and which ‘sub-population’ the sample may represent. For example, testing cattle at the
slaughterhouse for bovine paratuberculosis may not provide a representative picture of the disease in
the entire bovine population of the area served by the slaughterhouse. Animals at the slaughterhouse
may have more advanced infections than in the ‘general’ populations of cattle in the area, because they
might have been sent at the slaughterhouse due to their infection or due to old age (in which case they
may have more advanced infections, since bovine paratuberculosis is a chronic disease with slow
progression). Or conversely, animals with very advanced cases might have already died or euthanised at
the farm and never made it to the slaughterhouse (Nielsen et al., 2011). For all these reasons,
evaluations of Sensitivity and Specificity of diagnostic tests for bovine paratuberculosis (or other chronic
progressive infectious diseases in animals) using populations in slaughterhouses might lead to spectrum
bias, since they have not been conducted in a representative sample of the target population (Nielsen
et al., 2011).
Spectrum bias occurs if the distribution of stages or severity among cases (‘case mix’) included in
a study is not representative for the case mix in the source population. This will not create a bias, but
it may mean that the study findings apply only to that particular case mix (e.g. severe cases), and not
to all cases. For example, most studies of COVID-19 currently involve symptomatic cases (since most
people are only tested if they have symptoms), and the findings may not apply to milder
asymptomatic cases. Spectrum bias is an important aspect in quality assessments of studies of
diagnostic accuracy (Whiting et al., 2003). For example, if a diagnostic test is trialled comparing severe
COVID-19 cases with healthy controls, it may perform very well, but the performance may be less
optimal in a general population survey involving many mild asymptomatic cases. Although the
terminology seems restricted to the area of diagnostic validation studies, spectrum bias should always
be considered when subjects are sampled stratified by disease status. In principle, this applies to
case–control studies and thus constitutes a relevant mechanism of a selection bias.
4.2.2.2. External vs. internal validity
In praxis, it is difficult to separate external validity from internal validity (Steckler and McLeroy,
2007). For example, controlled experimental studies have, for reasons explained above, generally
lower risk of bias than observational studies. This higher internal validity often comes at a price. For
example, adverse effects of chemicals can only be studied under experimental conditions in animals,
which then have to be extrapolated to humans. Eliminating uncertainty in terms of external validity
means relying on human observational studies, which generally have lower internal validity. Even
within the same target population similar opposing forces are often present. For example, RCTs testing
the effect of pharmaceuticals or individual nutrients on health are usually conducted in selective
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populations that are most likely to benefit from treatment (pharmaceuticals) or demonstrate some
treatment effects (nutritional RCTs). Such a selection may, however, hamper extrapolations to the
more general population. For example, results from an RCT showing modest increase cancer risk as a
result of beta carotene supplementation in male smokers (The Alpha-Tocopherol Beta Carotene Cancer
Prevention Study Group, 1994) may provide a reasonable argument for not taking beta carotene as
food supplement for cancer prevention. On the other hand, it could be argued that these results would
perhaps not be the same if conducted in healthy non-smokers who have a much lower cancer risk. In
terms of extrapolating such exposures to more real-life setting, such increase in cancer risk due to use
of beta carotene supplements is not comparable to exposure to beta carotene form the habitual diet,
which is associated with more diverse exposure to various other nutrients than beta carotene
supplementation alone. Similarly, findings on increased mortality in postmenopausal women with
underlying cardiovascular disease following supplementation with vitamin C and E (Waters et al., 2002)
could be considered to have modest to low external validity for the general population. In summary,
external validity and internal validity are often inversely related (Steckler and McLeroy, 2007) and in
terms of making conclusions on causality both factors need to be considered.
4.2.2.3. Summary and conclusions
In Section 4.1, a brief description of different experimental and non-experimental studies was
given, highlighting their main strengths and weakness. In this section different types of biases that
may occur in each of these designs have been explained. When interpreting and appraising
epidemiological studies there is sometimes a preference towards ranking studies in terms of internal
validity by their design (design hierarchy). This usually translates to emphasising the role of
experimental studies (RCTs) and, among the non-experimental ones, that of cohort studies. However,
such ranking is not always justified as the examples and discussions above have tried to highlight. In
fact, all study designs are more (or less) prone to typical biases.8 However, the basis of such
ascertainment is mainly conceptual or anecdotal. In the absence of an empirical basis for the relative
importance of biases in a given research area it can be misleading to infer bias proneness from study
design only, or that the results of a study are entirely unreliable based on the existence of some extent
of bias. Some typical biases that may occur in different studies designs are briefly summarised in
Table 1.
General note on Table 1: a lack of external validity may be an issue with all study designs, e.g.
patients included in a RCT may have severe disease and the findings may not be generalisable to mild
disease, a study conducted in men may not be generalisable to women, in adults to children, etc.
a) Selection bias at baseline is not usually a concern in RCTs if exposure is adequately
randomised and allocation is concealed after the study participants are selected; selection bias
may occur due to loss to follow-up if this differs by treatment group or outcome.
b) Selection bias may occur from the way in which the study participants are selected (or select
themselves) from the source population (i.e. if selection or response differs by both exposure
and disease status). Selection bias can also occur due to loss to follow-up.
c) Selection bias may occur from the way in which the study participants are selected (or select
themselves) from the source population (i.e. if selection or response differs by both exposure
and disease status).
d) Selection bias is not a problem in ecological studies provided that they cover an entire defined
population; selection bias can occur if not all of the relevant cases are identified in the
population, or only a subgroup has exposure information.
e) Confounding may occur if allocation concealment and randomisation fail or the study size is
too low, thus making treatment groups not comparable at baseline.
Table 1: Study designs and typical biases
Bias RCT Cohort Case–control Cross-sectional Ecological
Selection bias a b c c d
Confounding e f f f f
Information bias g h i i j
RCT: randomised controlled trial.
8 https://www.hkmj.org/system/files/hkm1206p226.pdf
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f) Confounding can occur in all observational designs.
g) Information bias on exposure (i.e. exposure misclassification) occurs if the treatment groups
are not maintained (i.e. participants stop or switch treatment); information bias on the
outcome occurs if participants receiving the treatment may be subjected to more or less
intensive diagnostics compared to the comparison group (lack of blinding, diagnostic bias).
h) Information bias may occur due to misclassification of exposure or the outcome, e.g. if
exposed participants may receive more intensive diagnostics compared to non-exposed (lack
of blinding, diagnostic bias). Non-differential (random) misclassification of exposure or disease
will usually produce a bias towards the null (no effect) and cannot explain positive findings.
Differential information bias (e.g. if classification of the outcome differs by exposure status)
can produce bias in either direction.
i) Information bias may occur due to misclassification of exposure or the outcome. Information
bias may particularly occur when the classification of exposure is based on participant recall
(recall bias). Non-differential (random) misclassification of exposure or disease will usually
produce a bias towards the null (no effect) and cannot explain positive findings. Differential
information bias (e.g. if recall is different in cases and controls) can produce bias in either
direction. Exposure assessment may be affected by the disease condition (e.g. due to reverse
causation).
j) Information bias is a major concern in ecological studies, since exposure and outcome
information is only available on a population and not on the individual level – thus, even if
there is an association between exposure and outcome at the population level, it may not be
the case that the outcome was more common in the exposed individuals – i.e. there may be
an association at the population level but not at the individual level, and vice versa.
The strength of these biases depends very much on the question under study (area of the study),
e.g. in some nutritional studies assessing nutrient intake from all foods recall may be different in cases
and controls leading to possible reverse causation. For other dietary habits that are easier to recall
compared to the whole diet, like consumption of coffee, tea or alcoholic beverages, the risk of such
bias may be of much less concern.
4.3. Appraisal of epidemiological studies
In bringing together evidence, issues of quality, consistency and complementarity all play a role.
This chapter focusses on tools for assessing characteristics of individual studies to enable their quality
to be assessed in a thorough and consistent way. Assembling the evidence from multiple
epidemiological studies serves three needs; firstly, the hazard assessment, i.e. contributing to the
strength of evidence towards the assessment of causality in an association; second, the quantitative
data to characterise the exposure–response relationship; third, possible biases can be better assessed
by considering multiple studies. Evidence is more convincing if there is consistency in effect estimates
across different studies, populations and study designs, particularly if different study designs or
settings might create bias in different directions (triangulation, see Section 4.3.6.2). Consistency across
studies may be highlighted in the summary of all relevant studies or be formally assessed in a meta-
analysis.
4.3.1. Background
Risk assessments undertaken by EFSA are an integral part of health-related regulatory decision-
making, a field characterised by large diversity in context, content, methods, information sources and
implementation (Diefenbach et al., 2016). An established common feature in any type of decision-
making process is the efficient retrieval, organisation and integration of the available evidence on a
specific question or set of terms of reference (Langlois et al., 2018). In EFSA’s risk assessment, the
information sources related to the evidence retrieval are numerous and diverse opting for the inclusion
of the totality of the evidence. In many assessments, available evidence stems from different
epidemiological studies with unique design attributes and population characteristics. Case
reports and case series, ecological studies, cross-sectional studies, case–control and cohort studies as
well as interventional studies (randomised or not) all try to address pertinent questions. All these
designs have a place in the risk assessment process (EFSA, 2017b).
The information derived from each piece of evidence, however, is not necessarily equally relevant
and each design is possibly prone to different sources of bias as described in the previous section.
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Moreover, the number of studies is usually on continuous rise, resulting in an accumulated evidence
load of studies of varying design and sample size covering different health outcomes. For example, for
data rich substances such as dioxins, perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) or bisphenol-A, there are
hundreds of published studies addressing putative associations with different endpoint categories
ranging from measures of cognitive function, cardiometabolic risk factors to cancer (EFSA CONTAM
Panel, 2018). As a result, advanced information retrieval methods may need to be deployed in order to
identify, extract and form preliminary clusters of relevant studies. Furthermore, such wealth of
evidence often suffers from varying replication validity, i.e. the extent to which a postulated
association can be replicated by an independent study. Replication validity can often be attributed to
different parameters that are either inherent to the assessment question (e.g. exposure assessment
limitations, outcome definitions, adopted analytical approach) or field based (e.g. selective reporting,
multiple varied stakeholders, flawed use of methods) (Dickerman et al., 2019). Taking into
consideration the above and given that the scenario of an evidence base consisting of only a single
study is highly unlikely, for a successful integration to be achieved, the constructed evidence base
must be organised in a way that assigns an appropriate role to each information piece. Examples of
that could be the:
• supportive use of cross-sectional studies in hazard identification,
• use of case–control studies for the identification of potential critical endpoints in the hazard
identification process,
• the use of cohort studies in the risk characterisation stage,
• use of randomised nutritional studies in setting daily reference values, establishing a health
claim, etc.
The process of assigning such role to each piece or body of evidence is complex and specific to
each research question and context, and such decisions cannot be taken on the basis of study design
only. Further guidance on this process can be found in EFSA guidance documents (EFSA, 2015a,b,
2017b, 2020c).
4.3.2. Appraisal principles
Individual study appraisal is organised as follows (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,
2002):
a) identification of the key elements of the research question under study
b) assessment of internal validity (risk of bias)
c) summarisation of the study results.
Clarifying the key elements of a research question is the starting point of the study appraisal
process. A clearly framed question ‘creates the structure and delineates the approach to defining
research objectives, conducting systematic reviews and developing health guidance’ (Morgan et al.,
2018). A formal strategy for identifying key elements that works well is the PICO(T) (Population,
Intervention, Comparator, Outcomes, Time, if applicable) approach originally implemented for
intervention studies. For observational evidence, PICO(T) has been adapted to include the Population
description, the Exposure, the Comparator, the Outcome (endpoint) and follow up Time (PECO(T);
Morgan et al., 2019)). For other relevant questions, the PO (Population and Outcome: descriptive
studies) and the PIT (Population, Index test, Target condition: test accuracy studies) can be used for
the same purpose (EFSA, 2010). The PICO(T) and its variations provide a structured formulation that
can be used to
• designing the literature search strategy,
• identifying the study designs that best fit the risk assessment needs,
• clarifying important population characteristics and subgroups,
• expanding or narrowing the exposure spectrum and defining the different exposure strata,
• choosing the best comparison among the usually large number of performed comparisons, and
• organise and prioritise the relevant endpoints and follow up time points thereof.
Internal validity is the extent to which a piece of evidence provides an unbiased estimate of the
causal association between exposure and outcome, i.e. the extent to which the study results reflect
the ‘truth’ among the study population. For a given study, assessment of internal validity refers to
evaluation of its design and conduct, particularly in terms of the likelihood, magnitude and direction of
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possible biases. Such an assessment can be facilitated by organising the appraisal into various bias
domains. Selection bias, information bias and confounding are key domains to be included and can be
operationalised to specifically address, e.g. classification of exposures, departures from intended
exposures, missing data, outcome ascertainment.
Critically summarising the results of a study basically pertains to the magnitude of the effect
and the precision of the point estimate. However, while clarifying what are the main results of the
study, various quantitative parameters are of considerable importance, such as the proportion of
exposed and unexposed, the effect metric used and its appropriateness, the magnitude of the effect in
absolute and relative association measures; the reporting of both crude and adjusted effect estimates,
which can help assessing the influence of the confounders adjusted for.
The next three subsections focus on use of risk of bias (RoB) tools for assessing internal validity of
individual studies and on summarising their results in a systematic manner (points b) and c) above).
Before giving specific guidance on this issue, a brief description on the development of appraisal and
RoB tools and an overview of existing tools is given.
4.3.3. Appraisal and RoB Tools: Development and overview
Despite the challenges inherent in study appraisal, the practical need of a standardised process has
led to the development of various appraisal instruments. Many reviews, inventories and annotated
bibliographies of critical appraisal tools applicable to different study designs have been produced with
different aims. Some of these exercises have been performed by groups of researchers. Others have
been the result of the efforts by risk assessment organisations, Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
programs or governmental bodies which were interested in implementing structured and harmonised
approaches in their own assessment processes (BfR, IARC, ECETOC, NIHS R&D HTA Programme,
AHRQ, NTP-OHAT, EPA-IRIS, Navigation Guide, USDA-NESR). Currently, there are no agreed gold
standards and no rigorous processes for developing such tools (see the table in Annex 4).
Critical appraisal tools have been developed for different purposes and contexts such as to 1) to
appraise single studies; 2) to assess risk of bias in systematic reviews or health technology
assessments; and 3) to inform the WoE in risk assessments (part of a grading systems). They cover
one or more study designs and can have one of the following structures (Sanderson et al., 2007):
• summary checklist consisting of only a list of items (e.g. CASP),
• a checklist accompanied by a summary qualitative judgement, (e.g. EPIQ),
• a scale with the list of items and scores attached, which result in a summary numerical score
(e.g. Jadad; Newcastle–Ottawa),
• tools for different bias domains (e.g. Cochrane RoB 2.0; NTP-OHAT).
EFSA has piloted the NTP-OHAT tool in several of its scientific assessments since 2015. The Office
of Health Assessment and Translation (OHAT) from the National Toxicological Program in the US (NTP)
has outlined operating procedures for systematic review and evidence integration for conducting
literature-based evaluations in environmental health and toxicology (Rooney et al., 2014). They have
recently developed a RoB Tool that applies a parallel approach to the evaluation of risk of bias for
human and animal studies, facilitating consideration of potential bias across evidence streams with
common terminology and domains (NTP, 2019). This approach was developed drawing on several
different sources including the most recent guidance from the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (Viswanathan et al., 2012), the Cochrane RoB tool for non-randomised studies of interventions
(Sterne et al., 2016), Cochrane Handbook (Higgins and Green, 2011), SYRCLE’s RoB tool for animal
studies (Hooijmans et al., 2014) and the Navigation Guide (Woodruff and Sutton, 2014). The NTP-
OHAT RoB tool is designed to evaluate, through different sets of questions, the internal validity of
several of the most common study designs. These questions are complemented by detailed criteria
that define aspects of the study design, conduct, and reporting required to reach each RoB rating. It
can be applied to many research questions and tailored to the scope of the assessment.
As far as ongoing efforts are concerned, the Committee for Evidence-Based Methods in Risk
Assessment, which advises the German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR) on the
establishment of scientific standards in the field of evidence-based methods, is currently compiling a
transparent tool for the (rapid) quality assessment of observational epidemiological studies (EvaRisk-
toolbox).
In Annex 4, a table showing a selection of recent inventories and reviews on critical appraisal
tools is provided. This includes a description of their context, objectives and study designs
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covered. The purpose of this table is to give an overview of other available tools than those mentioned
above, including relevant frameworks and guidance on evaluating study quality.
An overview of the RoB tools for research synthesis (i.e. systematic reviews of primary research
studies) and for appraising individual primary research studies is provided in Figures 1–5. The tools for
the appraisal of primary studies are presented stratified by study question, study population, and study
design, allowing the readers to identify the tools available for their specific appraisal task. Where no
specific tool is available,9 tools from other contexts can be adapted to cover the needs of a specific
assessment (e.g. if no tool is available for observational studies on livestock, one could adapt NTP-
OHAT to the animal population).
Figure 1: Risk of bias tools for appraisal of research syntheses or primary research studies (the RoB
tools for these are shown in Figures 2–5)10
9 ‘Not available’ in Figure 1 intends ‘not yet available’; note that no comprehensive review has been carried out.
10 AMSTAR-2, ROBIS
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Figure 2: Risk of bias tools for appraisal of primary research studies assessing safety/adequacy or
toxicity11
11 ROBINS-E, CRED for lab studies, SciRAP, NTP-OHAT
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Figure 3: Risk of bias tools for appraisal of primary research studies assessing efficacy12
12 ROBINS-I, RoB 2.0, Syrcle
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Figure 4: Risk of bias tools for appraisal of primary research studies assessing side effects possibly
arising in efficacy studies or test accuracy13
13 NTP-OHAT, QUADAS-2, VETQUADAS
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Figure 5: Risk of bias tools for appraisal of primary research studies assessing descriptive questions,
pathogenicity or in silico studies14
14 AXIS
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4.3.4. Customisation of the study appraisal process
The study appraisal process can and should be tailored accordingly to serve the specific purpose of
the risk assessment it is used for. Following the structure proposed before, the first level of
customisation is implemented at the PICOT/PECOT/PO/PIT level as elaborately described in the
relevant draft EFSA guidance (EFSA, 2010). Predefining the population groups that are to be included
in the risk assessment will greatly facilitate not only the appraisal process, through successful
clustering of the studies, but also the integration process that follows. For example, with regard to
exposure assessment, contemplating upon a compound group and its constituents at the begin ning of
the appraisal process can readily identify the need to break down the risk assessment effort into a
number of sub-questions. In other cases, a mixtures’ approach can be decided upon upfront which
requires a different assessment of the evidence in terms of exposure. Endpoint definition and
categorisation is another important task; adequately capturing endpoint categories will prove valuable
during the integration process of different lines of evidence and endpoints (main and surrogate)
(EFSA, 2020c).
Having framed the research question and related sub-questions that are relevant to the risk
assessment, a decision needs to be made as to which extent the study appraisal is going to be generic
or specific to the study design and as to whether the same weight and depth will be applied across
all study designs. The answer to this question largely depends on the capacity of certain study designs
to contribute to the risk assessment and the volume of the accumulated evidence – this is specific to
the hypothesis under consideration, and the context in which the studies are conducted. For example,
if there is a large number of cohort and/or case–control studies for a given risk assessment, it could be
justified to evaluate cross sectional studies as supportive information. That is, to save effort, knowing
that the validity of the risk assessment is not jeopardised, the study appraisal of cross-sectional studies
could be performed using a smaller number of appraisal items and focusing on the bias domains that
emerge as important.
Moving to the customisation of the risk of bias assessment, the inclusion, elaboration and
decisions on how to assess various bias domains need to be decided and tailored. For example,
specific concerns related to selection bias may have to be addressed as to whether there is bias arising
from poor response rate or loss to follow-up. Other points to reflect on may include what issues should
be considered when assessing confounder control. For interventional studies, a specific mention should
be made on the feasibility of randomisation and allocation concealment and what should be considered
as acceptable compliance on case by case basis.
Exposure assessment is another domain where an a priori customisation of the study appraisal
process for all study designs is warranted for almost every risk assessment. Methodologically related to
information bias, there are particular features within each type of exposure assessment that need to
be addressed. For example, certain analytical techniques may serve as gold standards and thus a
greater weight may be put on the studies that use them, while evolution of the exposure assessment
methodology over time is also something to consider. Although assigning weight to different methods
for exposure assessment or favouring certain methods is both logical and common, it is important to
remember that no method is perfect and different methods may provide complementary information
that strengthen each other (see example for cohort studies in Annex 5). Similar to the exposure
assessment, the endpoint (outcome) ascertainment is a feature that should receive the same
attention.
Reporting of the study results can be overwhelming if left unsupervised during the study
appraisal of observational studies. Multiple analyses on numerous compounds and various outcomes
can skew judgement and should be thought through in terms of interpretation and properly
addressed. Finally, applicability items, albeit more subjective compared to the previous stages of the
appraisal, are valuable tools for the selection of the critical endpoint.
4.3.5. Use of RoB tools for assessing individual studies
Critical appraisal tools provide a structured and transparent approach to assess the risk of
systematic biases that may occur in individual studies (e.g. internal validity). In terms of use, it is
important to be aware of the fact that many existing RoB tools were initially designed to assess RCTs.
Some were later adapted, and new tools have been developed to address observational designs. Given
the variety of observational designs and shorter history of development and use, some customisation
(or tailoring) of these tools prior to use is usually needed. Moreover, it should be recognised that there
will usually be no ‘definitive’ study – different studies may have different strengths and weaknesses, or
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potential biases in different directions. Thus, one should always consider all of the evidence when
assessing causality. Used on the basis of those principles, RoB tools provide a transparent structure for
considering different types of bias, which is an important background information for evidence
synthesis and assessment of uncertainty. Another point to consider is that, for a particular hypothesis,
the issues to focus on when using RoB tools may differ. For example, if environmental exposure to a
chemical is hypothesised to cause lung cancer, then confounding by smoking may be of concern.
Cohort studies may not include smoking data, whereas case–control studies may include this – if
smoking is not a confounder in the case–control studies, it is also not likely to be a confounder in
cohort studies conducted in the same population. On the other hand, if chemical exposure occurs
occupationally, then confounding is unlikely to be important (there is little or no confounding in
comparisons of different groups of manual workers), but other potential biases (e.g. the healthy
worker effect) may be of more concern. Thus, any use of RoB tools should focus on the issues of most
concern for the hypothesis and context under study.
Regardless of study design, the domains covered by RoB tools include selection bias,
confounding and information bias (see definitions in Sections 4.2.1.4 and 4.2.1.4.3).15 When
applying RoB tools to individual studies understanding the different process that may lead to different
biases, their complexity and knowing what to look for is fundamental for facilitating proper use. Below
a short, non-comprehensive comparison for the three main types of biases that may occur in
experimental and non-experimental designs are given:
• Selection bias: For RCTs this relates to the appropriate randomisation of study subjects,
including both the process of allocation and the procedures to conceal it. These factors are
relatively straight forward to assess if the baseline characteristics across groups and the
method of randomisation are properly described. If not, considerations around reported
balance of the treatment groups at baseline provide important information on possible risk of
bias.16 For observational studies, selection bias relates to the procedures used to select
study participants. This can be difficult or impossible to evaluate as information on whether
study participants are systematically different from those who were eligible (but not recruited)
is usually missing. Selection bias can occur in both study designs if participants are
selectively lost to follow-up during the study period. In principle, the risk of such bias can be
assessed by comparing the baseline characteristics of the two groups.
• Confounding: Assuming that the randomisation process and study size are appropriate (no
confounding from these sources), bias due to confounding in RCTs may still occur if there are
deviations from intended treatment.17 Such bias may occur if participants or investigators
are not blinded to treatment allocation. However, even when blinding is successfully
implemented, differential treatment cannot be excluded (e.g. despite attempts to conceal
treatment, participant assigned to treatment ‘A’ may for different reasons stop treatment; find
out what the treatment was and do something else; and/or the investigator may find out what
the treatment is and that may influence how the participant is treated and/or assessed). The
intention to blind participants and investigators can easily be evaluated by study reporting, but
how successfully blinding is in terms of avoiding differential treatment is more difficult to
evaluate. For observational studies assessing confounding is even more complex as the
exposure is rarely randomly allocated by nature. As a result, confounding has to be controlled
for. If known confounders are accounted for, confounding due to unidentified factors or
improper confounder control (modelling) can never be fully excluded – although it may be
possible to estimate its likely strength and direction (and in some instances, residual
confounding may be very small). Compared to RCTs, where some inferences on differential
treatment can be made regardless of the research question, assessing bias due to confounding
in the observational study setting is most often study specific and requires expert
judgement and experience on a case by case basis (e.g. what are the likely sources of
confounding for this particular setting).
15 Note that these biases can be divided further into specific types of biases and/or can in principle be grouped differently
(Mansournia et al., 2017). However, the text here aims to explain differences in how such biases may occur depending on
study design (experimental vs. non-experimental) and what to look for when identifying risk of bias in practical terms.
16 Selection bias as defined here for RCTs would be source of confounding that is deviation from randomization at baseline may
result in imbalance in factors that can confound the results for the experiment.
17 This is often referred to as performance bias.
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• Information bias: Information bias involves misclassification of the study participants with
respect to exposure, outcome or confounder status. For RCTs and observational studies,
there are no differences in terms of how outcome misclassification may occur or how such
biases are assessed. Problems with exposure and confounder misclassifications are, however,
more specific to observational designs, as both exposure and relevant confounders need to be
assessed (quantified) as opposed to being largely taken care of by design in RCTs. Reporting
bias is also one form of information bias that is commonly assessed in RoB tools. Standards
exist of both designs, but since RCTs are generally conducted to test one or very few
hypotheses, selective reporting is often easier to identify compared to observational studies
that can be of more explorative nature.
When using RoB tools it is important to note that all existing appraisal approaches have their
strengths and limitations (Bero et al., 2018). Ideally, different instruments should lead to the same
conclusion when applied to the same study. However, very comprehensive tools may indirectly lead to
too much focus on minor issues, if the assessor is not experienced. On the other hand, simple tools
may lead to important aspects being overlooked in some cases. Different RoB tools may also use
different formulations for questions aimed at assessing the same types of biases. To give an example
of differences in formulations across RoB tools for human studies we used selection bias as an
example. To demonstrate that, as an example, we compare the formulation in the NTP-OHAT and
USDA Nutrition Evidence Systematic reviews (NESR) RoB tools for observational designs:
• The NTP-OHAT tool asks a single question: ‘Did selection of study participants result in
appropriate comparison groups?’
• The USDA-NESR asks: ‘Was selection of participants into the study (or into the analysis)
based on participant characteristics observed after the start of exposure?’ Based on the
answer, this question (yes/no) several sub-questions follow, including if post-exposure variables
may have influenced exposure and outcome.
A similar formulation as used in the USDA-NESR is also used in the Robins-I tool for non-
randomised interventions (Sterne et al., 2016). On the other hand, the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale for
assessing the quality of non-randomised studies again uses a slightly different formulation and
different scales for cohort and for case–control studies (unlike NTP-OHAT and USDA-NESR). The
purpose of this example is to highlight that formulations used to capture possible selections bias can
be quite different. Without further considerations, this may lead to different conclusions if the focus of
the assessment is on the exact wording of individual questions (the bias that should be captured is the
same, independent of how the question is asked).
For human RCTs, more consistent formulations are generally in use. As an example,
• the Cochrane RoB tool (RoB 2.0) asks: ‘Was the allocation sequence 1) random 2) and
concealed until participants were enrolled and assigned to interventions; and 3) did baseline
differences between intervention groups suggest a problem with the randomization process?’
• Similarly, the NTP-OHAT asks: ‘1) was administered dose or exposure level adequately
randomized, 2) was allocation to study groups adequately concealed; and 3) did selection of
study participants result in appropriate comparison groups’.
Although slightly different, the two formulations are for all practical purposes identical. The
similarity for this RCT example may be due to the longer history of RoB tools for RCTs which has
perhaps resulted in better harmonisation. In contrast, there is currently no single standard or
consensus about the best approach for assessing risk of bias in observational studies (Viswanathan
et al., 2013; Page et al., 2018)
In summary, it is crucial that those using different RoB tools are aware of what types
of biases are being captured and what to focus on and look for, rather than sticking too
tightly to the exact wording of individual questions, which are formulated to guide the
assessor. A simple checklist-type formulation can never cover all scenarios encountered when
appraising different studies, but they do provide a structured approach for assessing biases, which
needs to be tailored for each assessment.
Finally, to put the context of this section on use of RoB tools in perspective, Annex 5 contains a
series of appraisal examples aimed at demonstrating how appraisal of individual studies using a RoB
tool could be performed. For this purpose, the examples cover appraisal of both double-blind RCTs and
randomised nutritional intervention studies, as well as observational designs (cohort and case–control
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studies) relevant to chemical risk assessment. Each of these examples is aimed at highlighting the
principles and considerations that need to be considered when assessing different types of biases for
individual studies. The examples are chosen for illustrative purposes only and some of the points made
could be subject to a different interpretation.
4.3.6. Assessing risk of bias in the body of evidence
4.3.6.1. Overall assessment of the risk of bias
After assessing each study using RoB tools, the reviewers’ judgements attached to each question in
a given appraisal tool are documented and translated into an overall summary assessment. This could,
for example, be in a form of a
• short text summary
• grouping of studies according to types of bias that may occur (see section below on evidence
synthesis)
• ranking of studies into tiers (from low to high risk of bias) or
• numerical scoring.
Scoring here refers to the approach of assigning a numerical value to each risk of bias question
that is then summarised in some way (perhaps using different weights) into an overall score. The use
of scores (or scales) for assessing quality or risk of bias is currently explicitly discouraged by the
Cochrane handbook (Higgins and Green, 2011). Despite their proffered convenience and simplicity,
scaling systems rely on weight assignment on different items of the scale. Such an approach bears
three major limitations; it is difficult to replicate, it is not transparent to the final user of the risk
assessment and it does not accurately reflect study validity (Emerson et al., 1990; Schulz et al., 1995;
J€uni et al., 1999).
Characterisation of study quality by ranking into tiers is generally more favoured. It is considered
more transparent as it usually relies on an a priori selection of few well-defined attributes (bias
questions) that determine the overall summary assessment (less data driven). The advantages of using
summary assessments by ranking (into tiers) or possibly scoring is that it provides a simple summary
of individual studies that is easy to compare across the whole body of evidence. Such summary can be
done in the form of heat maps, tables or other formats. This allows for rapid evaluation by the user
(and other readers) to assess the overall quality of several studies in terms of risk of bias. Presenting
the body of evidence in such a format can be both transparent and helpful in terms of making decision
on how to use that evidence later in the risk assessment.
A potential problem of relying on summary assessments by ranking into tiers (and, to a greater
extent, scoring) is that judgements on the overall body of evidence should always be made by
considering the type, and possible direction and magnitude of potential biases identified across
different studies. Summarising risk of bias by tiers (or scoring) tends to hide these important
attributes. In cases where most studies suffer from the same type of bias (including possible
direction), assessing the overall body of evidence by looking at individual tiers from each study is more
justified. In other cases, the type and direction of biases must be assessed in parallel. For example,
suppose that several studies of the same design have been rated as having either moderate or high
risk of bias, but all the studies consistently show the same association of exposure and health
outcome. Based on simple tiering (or scoring), some assessors may conclude, when weighing the
evidence, that the quality is low and that limited conclusions on causality can be made due to the
present risk of bias. However, a more careful inspection may reveal that there are different sources of
biases across these studies, with some scoring low on selection bias, but high on other aspects (low
risk), while other studies scoring low on confounding or information bias score high on other aspects.
Further evaluation may then reveal that the direction of these potential biases across studies is likely
to be different. In that case, it is highly unlikely that the consistently observed associations are due to
these potential biases (since they would work in different directions). Such a scenario is not just
hypothetical but quite plausible, and the approach of taking both type and direction of bias into
account compared to just looking at the risk of bias scoring can lead to different conclusions. Of
course, if the risk of same type of bias would have been present in most or all the studies evaluated
and the expected direction is anticipated to be the same, then it is not surprising if the studies
produce similar findings – they may all be wrong.
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The considerations reflected on here highlight once again the importance of integrating the
assessment of magnitude (where possible) and direction of biases (and their composition) into the
overall risk of bias characterisation of the body of evidence.
4.3.6.2. Using causal inference by triangulation
One approach that has been suggested as a possible alternative to the use of RoB tools is causal
inference by triangulation.. Some of the Bradford Hill viewpoints were intended to aid integration of all
available evidence but not to ‘judge’ individual studies. The concept of ‘triangulation’ extends the
approach of Bradford Hill, in that it explicitly seeks to consider evidence from different types of studies
and/or studies in different contexts, so that the strength and direction of various possible biases can
be assessed. For example, Pearce et al. (1986) conducted a case–control study of pesticide exposure
and non-Hodgkin lymphoma, which involved two control groups: i) a general population control group;
and ii) an ‘other cancers’ control group. It was hypothesised that the former control group would
produce an upward bias in the estimated odds ratio (differential recall bias if healthy general
population controls are less likely to remember previous exposure than the cancer cases), whereas the
‘other cancers’ control group could produce a downward bias in the estimated odds ratio (if any of the
other cancers were also caused by the pesticide exposure under study). Both groups yielded similar
findings, indicating that neither bias was occurring to any discernible degree. This provided strong
evidence that little recall bias (a type of information bias) or selection bias was occurring. However, a
simple checklist for risk of bias assessment likely would have led to the rejection of both components
of the study as being at high risk of bias (albeit in opposite directions).
Triangulation is also consistent with the approach advocated by Savitz et al. (2019) who argue that
risk of bias assessments should focus on identifying a small number of the most likely influential
sources of bias, classifying each study on how effectively it has addressed each of these potential
biases (or was likely to have the bias) and determining whether results differ across studies in relation
to susceptibility to each hypothesised source of bias. For example, information bias is unlikely to
explain positive findings of studies with non-differential exposure and/or outcome misclassification if
stronger findings are found among studies with more accurate assessment. A good example of
triangulation by assessing exposure quality can be found in Lenters et al. (2011) who evaluated the
association between asbestos and lung cancer. In this analysis, stratification by exposure assessment
characteristics revealed that studies with a well-documented exposure assessment, larger contrast in
exposures, greater coverage of the exposure history by the exposure measurement data, and more
complete job histories had higher risk estimates per unit dose than did studies without these
characteristics. Similar observations have been made for other important environmental and
occupational exposures (Vlaanderen et al., 2011).
In summary, there are no universal rules for summarising the risk of bias in the body of evidence,
and one cannot rank studies as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ generically just based on their study design. Rather, one
should consider all the evidence, and take into account the Bradford Hill considerations. If there is
reasonable consistent evidence of an increased risk, one needs to consider possible sources of bias,
using information from all the relevant studies (for each type of bias), and also using a triangulation
approach where possible. One can then make an overall informed judgement, taking all the evidence
into account. As with any other scientific field, this involves expert judgement and needs to be made
by appropriately qualified experts and committees.
4.4. Use of epidemiological evidence for specific scientific assessment
questions
This section will be written after the end of the testing period.
5. Conclusions
These are preliminary conclusions pending the finalisation of the guidance document.
1) Epidemiology is the study of occurrence and distribution of health-related events, states
and processes in specified populations.
2) This guidance document is intended to guide EFSA panels and staff in the appraisal and
integration of evidence from epidemiological studies for use in EFSA’s scientific assessments.
3) Appropriately designed and conducted experimental studies in humans can provide an
unbiased measure of effect. Yet, such studies are confined to interventions expected to
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provide benefits. In particular, dietary and lifestyle interventions that require substantial
participant commitment may suffer from certain types of biases relating to difficulties in
achieving blinding or compliance over time.
4) In observational epidemiological studies (of humans, animals or plants), the assessment of
exposure must rely on validated biomarkers or other pertinent measures. What can be
considered as ‘acceptable’ or ‘valid’ depends on the exposure and outcome under study. All
methods have their limitations but by considering both their strength and weaknesses a
more appropriate use of the available evidence can be made in the risk assessment process.
5) Regardless of design, all studies are prone to different sources of bias. Evidence appraisal,
including risk of bias assessment, is a necessary step to reach conclusions about the
potential causality underlying exposure-outcome associations.
6) Risk of bias tools provide a transparent and structured approach for assessing biases, which is
an important background information for evidence synthesis and assessment of uncertainty.
Use of such tools generally requires some form of training and tailoring before use.
7) No universal rules for summarising the risk of bias in the body of evidence exist, and one
cannot rank studies as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ generically just based on their study design.
8) Characterisation of study quality by ranking into tiers can be helpful in preparing a summary
of individual studies for comparison across the whole body of evidence. It is, however,
important to keep in mind that both within and across tiers potential sources of bias often
differ between studies. This has to be considered carefully in any evidence synthesis.
9) Risk of bias assessment is only one of several steps in evidence synthesis and integration.
A thorough evaluation of any association or effect reported in a study also requires careful
weighing of the actual effect size and statistical precision, its biological relevance, the
importance of the assessed endpoint and the absolute relevance of the association for the
individual and the community/population.
10) The method of triangulation, which builds on the work of Bradford Hill on causation,
provides a structured approach to assess causality in evidence synthesis.
6. Recommendations
These are preliminary recommendations pending the finalisation of the guidance document.
1) Risk of bias tools have a long history of use for randomised controlled trials in humans.
There is room for further development of these tools to capture the differences of different
observational designs and use for other populations (e.g. animals and plants). It is
recommended that EFSA collaborates at the European and international level with relevant
organisations and initiatives to harmonise developments in this area.
2) Risk of bias tools provide a structured way to identify different biases that may occur to
varying degree in different studies. The key elements to capture within each study are the
source, magnitude and direction of possible biases, which often differ across studies. That
complexity cannot be accurately captured by assigning weights to different bias domains to
provide a numerical score of study quality.
3) When making the overall assessment of the body of evidence, all evidence should be
considered. Judgements on the overall body of evidence should always be made by
considering the type, and possible direction and magnitude of potential biases identified
across different studies, for example by using a triangulation approach.
4) Concerning risk characterisation, benchmark dose modelling is increasingly being used to
derive health-based guidance values from epidemiological studies in humans. For this type
of evidence, specific guidance is needed to address differences in variability, design and
conduct compared to controlled toxicological experiments in animals to which this
methodology has traditionally been applied.
5) Further work and consensus are needed on how to integrate evidence from human
epidemiological studies in chemical risk assessment that has been designed around use of
experimental studies in animals.
6) Although design and conduct of epidemiological studies in humans, animals and plants often
differ, many similarities exist. Better understanding of those similarities and differences and
the terminology used is essential to address cross-cutting challenges that EFSA will face in
the future. This requires closer collaboration and training among experts and staff across
panels.
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Glossary
Accuracy The extent to which systematic error (bias) is minimised. Risk of bias
addresses also aspects like the sensitivity and specificity of the detection
method used in an assessment (also referred to as “Internal Validity”)
Aggregated data Information resulting from the combination of individual data (e.g. mean
exposure in a treatment group, standard deviation of the observations in a
group, etc.). See Individual data
Assembling the
Evidence
The first of three basic steps of weight of evidence assessment, as
proposed in this guidance. Includes identification of potentially relevant
evidence, selection of evidence to include in the weight of evidence
assessment and grouping the evidence into lines of evidence
Assessment The term refers to all types of scientific assessments produced in the EFSA
context, and for referring to both assessments based on data generated ex
novo, assessments based on already existing data or assessments




A category of weight of evidence assessment methods involving qualitative
listing and qualitative integration of multiple pieces or lines of evidence
Case-specific
assessment
Case-specific assessments, where there is no pre-specified procedure and
assessors need to choose and apply weight of evidence approaches on a
case-by-case basis
Causal criteria A category of weight of evidence assessment methods based on criteria for
determining cause and effect relationships
Complementary line
of evidence
A line of evidence which can only answer a question or sub-question when
it is combined with other line(s) of evidence
Conceptual
framework
The context of the assessment; all sub-question(s) that must be answered;
and how they combine in the overall assessment
Consistency The extent to which the contributions of different pieces or lines of
evidence to answering the specified question are compatible
Critical Appraisal Tool
(CAT)
Tool for appraising study methodological quality (see definition). A CAT
contains a comprehensive list of elements to consider for appraising study
methodological quality and detailed guidance for performing the appraisal.
CATs are tailored for the specific study designs. For instance the items to be
considered when appraising a randomised controlled trial are different from
those considered in an observational study. Within the same study design
CATs should be applied by outcome or endpoint. This is because the same
study can be of different methodological quality depending on the
outcomes that are reported. CATs should be applied to each individual
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study included in the assessment so to allow a consistent classification of
studies according to their methodological quality (which is then considered
when assessing the reliability of the evidence they provide)
Data A piece of information. See also Individual data and Aggregated data
Ecological studies Studies in which the unit of analysis are populations or groups of people
rather than individuals. Conclusions of ecological studies may not apply to
individuals, but ecological studies can reach valid inferences on causal
relationships at the aggregate/group (ecological) level. Ecological studies




Emergency procedures, where the choice of approach is constrained by
unusually severe limitations on time and resources
Estimate A calculation or judgement of the approximate value, number, quantity, or
extent of something. Some weight of evidence questions refer to estimates,
while others refer to hypotheses
Evidence Information that is relevant for assessing the answer to a specified
question. In PROMETHEUS, a piece of evidence for an assessment is
defined as data (information) that is deemed relevant for the specific
objectives of the assessment (EFSA, 2015a). In this Guidance, this is
expanded to all potentially relevant information, i.e. all evidence identified
by the initial search process, to recognise that the assessment of relevance
in the search process is necessarily a preliminary one (e.g. based on
keywords and titles alone). ‘Evidence’ can refer to a single piece of
potentially relevant information or to multiple pieces
Ex novo data
generation
The process of generating new data as it occurs when designing and
conducting an experiment or an observational study (e.g. a survey).
Sometimes also referred to as “primary research study” as opposite to a
“secondary research study” based on existing data (i.e. a review). In the
EFSA context, studies generating data ex novo are designed and conducted
for instance by the applicants submitting a dossier to EFSA in support of an
application or by EFSA, when e.g. performing surveys (e.g. baseline
surveys)
Expert judgement An expert judgement is a judgement made by an expert about a question
or consideration in the domain in which they are expert. Such judgements
may be qualitative or quantitative, but should always be careful, reasoned,
evidence-based and transparently documented
Extensive Literature
Search (ELS)
A literature search process structured in a way to identify as many studies
relevant to a review question as needed. It is tailored in order to address
the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity depending on the context of
the review question. The fundamental characteristics of an ELS are: (1) use
of tailored search strings, and (2) extensive use of literature sources (i.e.
bibliographic databases and other sources accessed via electronic or hand-
searching – for example, websites, journal tables of content, theses
repositories, etc.)
External Validity The validity of the inferences as they pertain to participants outside the
source population which is either a target or can be argued to experience
effects similar to the targets
GRADE An approach for grading the quality of evidence and the strength of
recommendations in environmental and occupational health, proposed and
developed by the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development
and Evaluation (GRADE) Working Group (see Morgan et al., 2016)
Hypothesis One type of framing for weight of evidence questions. Defined as a
proposition proposed to be a potential explanation of a phenomenon or a
potential outcome of a phenomenon. Some weight of evidence questions
refer to hypotheses, while others refer to estimates
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Individual data Information collected at the level of the finest unit on which variables are
measured (e.g. exposure observed on each individual belonging to a
study). By definition, they cannot be further “disaggregated”
Influence analysis A study of possible change in the assessment output resulting not just from
uncertainties about inputs to the assessment but also from uncertainties
about choices made in the assessment
Integrating the
evidence
The third of three basic steps of weight of evidence assessment, as
proposed in this guidance. Includes developing a conceptual model for
integration, assessing the consistency of the evidence, applying the method
chosen for integration and developing the weight of evidence conclusion
Internal Validity See accuracy
Line of evidence a set of evidence of similar type
Meta-analysis a statistical analysis that combines the results of multiple scientific studies
OHAT An approach to systematic review and evidence integration for literature
based environmental health science assessments, developed by the NTP
Office of Health Assessment and Translation (OHAT) (see Rooney et al.,
2014)
Piece of evidence A broad term used to refer to distinct elements of evidence that may be
combined to form a line of evidence, e.g. a single study, expert judgement
or experience, a model, or even a single observation
Precision The extent to which random error is minimised and the outcome of the
approach, method, process or assessment is reproducible over time
Probability Defined depending on philosophical perspective: (1) the frequency with
which samples arise within a specified range or for a specified category; (2)
quantification of uncertainty as degree of belief regarding the likelihood of a
particular range or category. The latter perspective is implied when
probability is used in a weight of evidence assessment to express relative
support for possible answers
Problem formulation In the present guidance, problem formulation refers to the process of
clarifying the questions posed by the Terms of Reference, deciding whether




An assessment performed or expressed using words, categories or labels
Quantification A category of weight of evidence assessment methods defined as




An assessment performed or expressed using a numerical scale
Rating A category of weight of evidence assessment methods for weighing and/or
integration of evidence based on qualitative logic models, ranks, scores and
empirical models
Refinement one or more changes to an initial assessment, made with the aim of
reducing uncertainty in the answer to a question. Sometimes done as part
of a ‘tiered approach’ to risk or benefit assessment
Relative support An expression of the extent to which evidence supports one possible
answer to a weight of evidence question, relative to other possible answers.
Can be expressed qualitatively or quantitatively. Quantitative expression can
be in terms of probability
Relevance The contribution a piece or line of evidence would make to answer a specified
question, if the information comprising the line of evidence was fully reliable.
In other words, how close is the quantity, characteristic or event that the
evidence represents to the quantity, characteristic or event that is required in
the assessment. This includes biological relevance as well as relevance based
on other considerations, e.g. temporal, spatial, chemical, etc.
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Reliability Reliability of a piece of evidence refers to: (i) precision (see definition); and
(ii) accuracy (see definition). It is influenced by the methodological quality
of the process for producing such evidence
Representativeness Ability of a subset of a population (e.g. a sample of individuals) to reflect
accurately specific characteristics of the population of origin
Scientific assessment See Assessment
Scope of the
assessment
What is to be evaluated in the assessment
Sensitivity analysis A study of how the variation in the outputs of a model can be attributed to,
qualitatively or quantitatively, different sources of uncertainty or variability.
Implemented by observing how model output changes when model inputs
are changed in a structured way
Standalone line of
evidence
A line of evidence which offers an answer to a question or sub-question




Assessments where the approach to integrating evidence is fully specified in
a standardised assessment procedure. They generally include standardised
elements that are assumed to provide adequate cover for uncertainty
Sub-question A scientific question that does not need to be further broken down to be
answered and is formulated in a way that is directly answerable in an
experiment or observational study (or as a single question in an expert
elicitation study)
Uncertainty A general term referring to all types of limitations in available knowledge
that affect the range and probability of possible answers to an assessment
question
Uncertainty analysis A collective term for the processes used to identify, characterise, explain
and account for sources of uncertainty
Variability Heterogeneity of values over time, space or different members of a
population, including stochastic variability and controllable variability
Weighing In this guidance, weighing refers to the process of assessing the
contribution of evidence to answering a weight of evidence question. The
basic considerations to be weighed are identified in this guidance as
reliability, relevance and consistency of the evidence
Weighing the
evidence
The second of three basic steps of weight of evidence assessment, as
proposed in this guidance. Includes deciding what considerations are
relevant for weighing the evidence, deciding on the methods to be used,
and applying those methods to weigh the evidence
Weight of evidence The extent to which evidence supports one or more possible answers to a
scientific question. Hence ‘weight of evidence methods’ and ‘weight of
evidence approach’ refer to ways of assessing relative support for possible
answers
Weight of Evidence A function of relevance and reliability
Weight of evidence
assessment
A process in which evidence is integrated to determine the relative support
for possible answers to a scientific question
Weight of evidence
conclusion
the outcome of a weight of evidence assessment, expressed in terms of
relative support for possible answers to the weight of evidence question
Weight of evidence
question
A question addressed by a weight of evidence assessment. This may be the
overall scientific question for an assessment, or a sub-question that
contributes to answering the overall question. Weight of evidence questions
may be framed in terms of hypotheses (which are often qualitative) or
estimates (quantitative)
Abbreviations
AMSTAR assessment of multiple systematic reviews
ARRIVE Animal Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments
BfR German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment
BMD benchmark dose modelling
BMI body mass index
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CI confidence interval
CVD cardiovascular disease
EKE Expert Knowledge Elicitation
GDM gestational diabetes
HDL high-density lipoproteins
HTA Health Technology Assessment
ISPM International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures
NESR Nutrition Evidence Systematic reviews
NRIS Non-Randomised Intervention Studies
NOAEL no-observed-adverse-effect-level
NTP National Toxicological Program
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OHAT Office of Health Assessment and Translation
PECO(T) Population description, the Exposure, the Comparator, the Outcome (endpoint) and
follow up Time
PFAS perfluoroalkyl substances
PICO(T) Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcomes, Time
PIT Population, Index test, Target condition
PLH EFSA Plant Health
PO Population and Outcome
PROMETHEUS PROmoting METHods for Evidence Use in Scientific assessments
QPRA quantitative pest risk assessments
RCT randomised controlled trial
RD risk difference
RoB risk of bias
RR risk ratio
STROBE strengthening the reporting of observational studies in epidemiology
ToxRTool Toxicological Data Reliability Assessment Tool
WoE Weight of Evidence
WG Working Group
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Annexes
Annex 1 – Bradford Hill viewpoints
In order to assess the strength of evidence that exposure ‘A’ can cause a health outcome, Austin
Bradford proposed a systematic review based on considering the following nine viewpoints as he
described them. Some are specific to assessing an individual epidemiological paper, but most are
directed at synthesising evidence across different types of study. Some are simple, such as ‘does the
exposure precede the health outcome, but within most viewpoints there would be a range of evidence
from weak to strong, for example the strength of association. They were not intended as a checklist
leading to indisputable evidence of causality if all are ticked, but rather as guidelines that could be
used when weighing the entire set of evidence. Here the viewpoints are explained in terms of easily
understood questions. For further details, the Guidance on the use of the weight of evidence approach
in scientific assessments (EFSA, 2017b) should be consulted.
Strength of the
association
Does exposure A increase the rate of the health outcome? To what extent is the rate of
the health outcome increased following exposure A, with an increased risk of the health
outcome in the exposed relative to the unexposed?
Consistency Has the association between the health outcome and exposure A been repeatedly
observed across multiple independent studies, particularly those conducted with different
designs, in different populations, under different circumstances?
Specificity Is the association with specific exposure A limited to one specific health outcome and
not to numerous other the health outcomes?
Temporality Does exposure A precede onset of the health outcome?
Biological gradient Does the association between exposure A and the health outcome follow a biological
gradient, i.e. is there a dose-response relationship of increasing risk of the health
outcome with increasing exposure? Are increased effects associated with greater
exposures or duration of exposures?
Plausibility Is the association between exposure A and the health outcome biologically plausible
considering current understanding of biological mechanisms?
Coherence Is the association between exposure A and the health outcome in line with the generally
known facts about the natural history and biology of the health outcome?
Experiment Has the frequency of this health outcome changed due to either starting or removing
exposure A?
Analogy Does exposure to chemically or biologically similar hazards lead to the same or
comparable health outcome?
Adapted from: Austin Bradford Hill, 1965. The environment and disease: Association or causation?
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, 58, 295–300.
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Annex 2 – Hypothesis testing vs. estimation
In statistical hypothesis testing, a test statistic (e.g. risk difference) is estimated from observed
data and, based on assumptions and the given sample size, used to compute a p-value on which the
decision is based whether the null hypothesis of ‘no effect’ (e.g. risk difference being zero) can be
rejected or not. The null hypothesis of ‘no effect’ is appropriate when the research interest is to
actually demonstrate the effect. In contrast, the null hypothesis is ‘non-equality’ (i.e. there is an effect)
when evidence of absence of an effect is the study objective. This is the so-called equivalence setting.
The following descriptions apply in both settings with the respective adaptation of the null hypothesis.
The properties of the statistical test are described using the probability of type I error (a), i.e.
drawing a false positive conclusion and rejecting the null hypothesis (concluding there is an effect)
when in fact the null hypothesis is true (observed effect size is due to chance alone) and type II error
(b), i.e. drawing a false negative conclusion and not rejecting the null hypothesis (concluding there is
no effect) when in fact the null hypothesis is not true (study fails to demonstrate that there is a true
effect). Type I and type II error are inversely related, i.e. increasing one will decrease the other and
vice versa. The probability of type I error (a) is also referred to as ‘significance level’ or ‘threshold of
significance’ and conventionally set to a level of 5%. The quantity (1 – b) is also referred to as the
power of the study which is often set to a level of 80%. Although these levels for statistical
significance and power are frequently encountered, other choices can be made to control type I and II
errors. The levels for significance and power have to be set during the design phase of the study. The
required sample size for the study is obtained as a function of significance, power and anticipated or
biologically relevant effect size along with other input quantities that may be required for the given
test statistic. The power of the study (for a given effect size) can be increased by increasing the
sample size. Sub-optimal study designs may lead to ‘under-powered’ or ‘over-powered’ studies. An
under-powered study is too small to demonstrate the anticipated effect and can be seen as a waste of
resources, which can only be remedied using meta-analysis. Likewise, an over-powered, too big study
can be criticised for wasting excess resources that are not required to demonstrate a biologically
relevant effect size. Over-powered studies are prone to misinterpretation (confusing statistical and
biological relevance). Increased type I error rates should be anticipated when the interpretation of a
biological relevant effect size is corrected based on the findings of an over-powered study.
A p-value of a hypothesis test is affected both by the size of the effect and the size of the sample
studied. This means, that for the same effect, the analysis of the results of a study with a larger
sample size would yield a lower p-value, compared to a study with smaller sample size. This ‘mixing’ of
effect size with precision, is a very undesirable characteristic. The above-mentioned problem of under-
powered or over-powered studies is another consequence of this characteristic. Sample size
calculations based on the desired precision of the estimate preclude this problem at least for the
primary analysis goals specified in the design phase. A better understanding and appreciation of study
results can be reached when assessing separately the estimated size of the effect and the precision
around that estimate. In this way, the biological relevance of the effect can also be judged, while also
the precision around that estimate (stemming from the sample size of the study and the statistical
properties of the estimator) can be evaluated. This is possible using the point estimate of the statistic
in question and its confidence interval (CI) obtained for a single sample or the comparison groups. As
an example, let us consider two hypothetical epidemiological studies, the first of which yielding a 95%
CI for a risk difference (RD) of 0.01–0.03, while the second CI would be –0.01 to 0.70. In a hypothesis
test using a significance threshold of 0.05, the first study would indicate that the RD was statistically
significantly different than 0 (i.e. there was an effect) while the second would not. It needs to be
noted, however, that the 95% CI for the first study shows a relatively small effect coming from a large
(over-powered) study, while the second one shows a potentially large effect coming from a small
(under-powered) study. Given that increasing the sample size of the second study would narrow the CI
around the (central) point estimate, it would be expected that with a larger sample size the lower limit
of the CI would come to exclude zero (which would be analogous to a statistically significant result for
the null hypothesis that the RD equals zero). Three numbers (point estimate and limits of CI) on the
scale of the statistic of interest (RD in our example) provide much more relevant information than the
single p-value. For this reason, statistical estimation should always be preferred over hypothesis
testing, at least whenever it is feasible to evaluate both.
Indeed, emphasis on precision of effect measures with confidence intervals is gradually replacing
the approach that focuses on hypothesis testing (Greenland et al., 2016; Rothman, 2016; Amrhein
et al., 2019). As Altman and colleagues stated in 1983 (Altman et al., 1983), ‘There is a close relation
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between the result of a test of significance and the associated confidence interval: if the difference
between treatments is significant at the 5% level, then the associated 95% confidence interval
excludes the zero difference. The confidence interval conveys more information because it indicates
the lowest and highest true effect likely to be compatible with the sample observations’. Among the
recommendations of the scientific opinion on Statistical Significance and Biological Relevance (EFSA
Scientific Committee, 2011), there is a plea for not using hypothesis testing as the sole tool for
decision making and the level of statistical significance as the main driver to derive conclusions; also,
less emphasis should be placed on the reporting of statistical significance, and more on statistical point
estimation and associated confidence intervals. It is also noted that meta-analysis uses the estimation
rather than the testing framework. A combination of individual studies based on tallying ‘significant’
and ‘non-significant’ results without accounting for individual effect sizes and precisions would be a
serious methodological flaw.
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Annex 3 – Random Error and Statistical Precision
As mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1, inferences about measures of effect or association in
epidemiological studies can be based either on statistical hypothesis testing or statistical estimation.
Random error considerations play an important role in both these approaches.
Random error will occur in any epidemiological study. An example by Pearce (2005) is given to
illustrate this: ‘Suppose that 50 lung cancer deaths occurred among 10,000 people aged 35–39
exposed to a particular factor during one year. Then, if each person had exactly the same cumulative
exposure, we might expect two subgroups of 5,000 people each to experience 25 deaths during the
one-year period. However, just as 50 tosses of a coin will not usually produce exactly 25 heads and 25
tails, neither will there be exactly 25 deaths in each group’. Even in an experimental study, that
randomises participants into ‘exposed’ and ‘non-exposed’ groups, there will be ‘random’ differences in
background risk (before the intervention is assigned) between the compared groups. These will
diminish in importance as the study size grows (i.e. the random differences will tend to ‘even out’). In
epidemiological studies, because of the lack of randomisation, the baseline (background) risk may be
different among the compared groups. Therefore, the compared groups cannot be considered
comparable by default in terms of risk by all factors other than the exposure of interest. Estimating
how much of the observed difference in the outcome is due to random error and how much due to a
real systematic difference is important in the statistical analysis of the results of epidemiological
studies. Increasing the study size will (on the average) reduce difference due to random error but will
not reduce systematic differences.
Random error affects both statistical hypothesis testing and interval estimation. In the former case,
it explicitly enters the calculation of the value of the test statistic and, therefore, of the p-value, while
in the latter case, it affects the width of the confidence interval (CI) (at a given confidence level). This
width represents the precision of the estimation, showing thus how much information we have about
the specific parameter. For example, a 95% CI for a risk ratio from 2.1 to 2.2 would show much higher
precision than an interval from 2.1 to 9. Since the CI indicates with 95% confidence what values the
real (unobserved) population parameter may have, it is obvious that the former interval is much more
informative than the latter.
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Annex 4 – Recent and relevant inventories and reviews of critical appraisal tools
The following table reports on a selection of recent inventories and reviews on critical appraisal tools. It includes a description of their context, the study
designs, the specific objectives of the review and some of the authors’ conclusions as deemed relevant. The purpose of this table is to give an overview of
other available tools than those mentioned in the Guidance document, including relevant frameworks and guidance on evaluating study quality.










 Identify tools commonly





48 critical appraisal tools
identified, among them those
from Cochrane (RoB,
ROBINS-I), the Centre for
Reviews and Dissemination
(CRD), and the Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines
Network (SIGN)
There is no consensus between HTA groups
on the preferred appraisal tool. Reviewers
should select from a suite of tools based on














 Develop guidance on
selecting risk of bias
tools for public health
decision makers
62 tools identified (with 17
categories of similar or
overlapping items), full list
available here (https://ntp.nie
hs.nih.gov/go/ohat_tools)
Need for a common tool for assessing risk
of bias in human observational studies of
exposures. Absent that common tool, a
selection should be based on the following:
(1) the tool should have clear definitions for
each item and be transparent regarding the
empirical or theoretical basis for each
domain,
(2) tools should include questions
addressing 9 domains: Selection, Exposure,
Outcome assessment, Confounding, Loss to
follow-up, Analysis, Selective reporting,
Conflicts of interest and Other,
(3) the ratings for each domain should be
reported, rather than an overall score,
(4) the tool should be rigorously and
independently tested for usability and
reliability
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in vitro studies, Systematic
reviews
 Critically evaluate several
available frameworks
for evaluating study quality
 Assess the criteria
separately for human,
animal, and in vitro studies




10 systems for evaluating the
quality of studies or systematic
reviews were assessed: the
Klimisch system (Klimisch
et al.,1997); the OECD
Guidance Document (GD)





approaches that have been
used in recent IRIS systematic
review documents (US EPA,
2013); the framework being
developed by NTP’s OHAT
(NTP, 2013, 2015); Animal
Research: Reporting of In Vivo
Experiments (ARRIVE)
guidelines for animal research
(Kilkenny et al., 2010); the
Navigation Guide for
systematic reviews (Koustas
et al., 2013, 2014; Woodruff
and Sutton, 2014; Johnson
et al., 2014; Lam et al., 2014);
the ‘assessment of multiple
systematic reviews’ (AMSTAR)
system (Shea et al., 2007); the
“strengthening the reporting of
observational studies in
epidemiology” (STROBE)
system (von Elm et al., 2007);
the Systematic Approach for
Scoring Human Data, as
developed by Money et al.
(2013)
Although study quality evaluation systems
vary in the specifics of good study design,
conduct, and reporting that are examined,
there are several elements that are nearly
universally named as essential to
recognising study results as robust and
reliable
For human studies (especially
observational epidemiologic ones): aspects
of care in identifying and choosing study
populations, investigating and adequately
addressing potential confounding factors
and avoiding selectively reporting results
For animal studies: careful and
documented control of animal provenance,
environmental conditions, food and water
(focus on aspects that might introduce
variations in outcomes that are not
attributable to the test agent); use of
appropriate control groups, the
randomisation of animals among
treatments, documentation of procedures
and thorough reporting; blinding of
endpoint evaluators to the dosing status of
individual animals
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in vitro studies, QSAR,
Physico-chemical properties
studies
 Scoping the available





 Distil the common
elements of these
documents for each of the
four study types
23 guidance documents for




and 14 addressing both
methodological and reporting
quality
3 guidance documents for
QSAR studies included
3 guidance documents included
for studies of physico-chemical
properties
12 publications in total
identified as providing guidance
on the assessment of human
studies, including 10 on
methodological quality, one on
reporting quality, and one on
mixed guidance
There is considerable overlap in the
proposed criteria by study type, despite
some difference across guidance
documents. This is reassuring, as quality
appraisals should ideally be based on
consensus criteria in order to facilitate
broad understanding, buy-in, and
comparison across assessments, as well as
to facilitate the conduct of the appraisals
themselves. The results also illustrate that
the proposed criteria differ somewhat
across study types, suggesting that














susceptibility to bias in
OBS epidemiological
studies
 Identify whether there is
an existing tool that
could be recommended
for widespread use
86 tools reviewed, comprising
41 simple checklists, 12
checklists with additional
summary judgements and 33
scales
Tools should be rigorously developed,
evidence-based, valid, reliable and easy to
use
Tool components should, where possible, be
based on empirical evidence of bias,
although this may be difficult to obtain, and
there is a need for more empirical research
on relationships between specific quality
items and findings from epidemiological
studies
Most tools included items to assess methods
for selecting study participants (92%) and
to assess methods for measuring study
variable and design-specific
Sources of bias (both 86%). Over three-
quarters of tools assessed the appropriate
use of statistics, and the control of
confounding (both 78%) but conflict of
interest was only included in 4% of tools
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 Review the content of
quality assessment tools
for non-randomised studies




182 tools identified; sixty of
them were selected as ‘top’
tools, covering at least five of
six internal validity domains as
characterised in the review. Of
these, 14 met the criteria for
‘best tools’, covering at least
three of four core items
Although many quality assessment tools
exist and have been used for appraising
non-randomised studies, most omit key
quality domains. Six tools were considered
potentially suitable for use in systematic
reviews, but each requires revision to cover
all relevant quality domains
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Annex 5 – Appraisal of different studies using a risk of bias tool
Background
The selected RoB tool used for all examples in this appendix is the NTP-OHAT Risk of Bias Rating
Tool for Human and Animal Studies. The reason for this selection is that this tool has been used in
many recent EFSA opinions. For these (or other) examples, use of another RoB tool would in principle
have highlighted the same considerations and challenges.
The NTP-OHAT tool is quite comprehensive and complex, and describing its full use is not straight
forward when presenting short examples. Below we use the instructions as given in the NTP-OHAT
manual. Following the manual in more detail, instructions for each risk of bias question should be
tailored prior to conducting an assessment. This is done for each study design(s) and by reflecting on
how individual questions should be evaluated. The use of the general instructions from the NTP-OHAT
manual in the examples shown here should illustrate the importance of tailoring. For more detailed
clarifications on the use of the NTP-OHAT risk of bias tool, we refer to the manual18 (NTP, 2019).
Using the NTP-OHAT RoB tool
This tool contains 11 risk-of-bias questions (or ‘domains’) that cover six types of bias (selection,
confounding, performance, attrition/exclusion, detection, and selective reporting bias). The six bias
types used in the NTP-OHAT risk of bias tool reflect a finer categorisation of biases that fall under
either selection bias, information bias or confounding as defined in Section 4.2. The correspondence
between them and the three bias definitions provided in Section 4.2 is given in Table 2.
For each of the 11 bias-questions, the risk of bias present in the study is then rated by selecting
among four possible answer formats:
By weighing the ratings of the individual bias questions, an overall risk of bias summary for each
study is derived. How such weighing is performed should be decided on a priori. In the NTP/OHAT
approach, this is usually done by identifying certain questions that reflect the most important biases
for the specific design as key questions. Their ratings have more weight in the overall set of rules that
combines the ratings from all questions to characterise (or rank) studies into tiers of reliability (this
tool proposes three tiers: low, intermediate and high risk of bias).
There are no fixed sets of rules on how to weigh different questions when assessing the risk of
bias. Any decision of weighing is always partly arbitrary, but if done in a transparent way it
provides a framework for condensing the judgement assigned to individual bias questions. Such a
summary can be helpful if used correctly but it also has its pitfalls, as within each tier (low,
medium and high risk of bias) the source and possible direction of the biases may differ between
studies. This information may get lost when referring only to individual studies by their summary
(or ranking) into tiers only.
In the examples given below, the weighing of the ratings for the different questions is not
considered. The purpose of the example is first and foremost to give an example of the considerations
needed when assessing the risk of bias for individual questions. Also, the rating scale (++, +, –, )
for each bias example is not always reported in its complete form to keep the text more concise.
18 https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/pubs/handbookmarch2019_508.pdf
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When reading the example below, it is important to keep in mind that this is a question
of judgement (this is not an automatic process) and that two different assessors might
have reached different conclusions. The key issue is transparency in justifying and
documenting the discussions made.
Randomised Controlled Trials – risk of bias assessment
EXAMPLE 1: Selenium and cancer, full evaluation
To give an example on how to evaluate risk of bias for an RCT, we selected a randomised
controlled trial on the ‘Effect of Selenium and Vitamin E on Risk of Prostate Cancer and Other Cancers’
by Lippman et al. (2009).19
This study was a 4-arm double-blind, randomised controlled trial of 35,633 men who were 50 years
or older. These men were assigned to either placebo or supplementation with selenium, vitamin E,
selenium + vitamin E. The study period was between 22 August 2001, and 23 October 2008. In this
trial, no significant effect on prostate cancer was observed.
When reading the example, it is necessary to have the manuscript opened in parallel as we refer
directly to individual tables and figures in the manuscript. A detailed argumentation and justification
for the rating of each question is provided below; it makes reference to the generic instructions from
the manual, which provide the criteria to choose a specific rating. For each bias question, only the
most relevant rating options are shown (in this example, mostly ++ and + instructions). It is followed
by a summary of the proposed ratings for individual bias questions of this study, along with a short
explanation (Table 2 Summary of rating for Lippman et al., 2009).
Questions on selection bias
Q1: Was administered dose or exposure level adequately randomised?
Neither the manuscript, the pre-registered study protocol (clinicaltrials.gov identifier:
NCT00006392) or previous methodological papers by the authors (Lippman et al., 2005) mention the
specific method used to randomise participants. The only information given by the authors is that
‘Participants were randomised in a randomised block scheme, in which the block was the study site’.
However, it is clear from the manuscript that subjects were randomised, and Table 1 in the manuscript
clearly shows that baseline characteristics of study participants are near identical across treatment
groups. This would not have been the case if the method of allocation were non-random.
Based on Table 1 in the manuscript, the risk of bias therefore appears low and the relevant rating
would be choosing between a ‘++’ or a ‘+’.
Following the instructions, the rating ‘+’ would be most appropriate. Alternatively, similarities in
reported characteristics of study participants (Table 1 of the manuscript) could be used as an
argument for assigning the grade ‘++’ because the result of the randomisation process can be
evaluated despite the method not being reported. The selection between a ‘+’ and ‘++’ here depends
on how strict on exact wording the assessor likes to be.
Q2: Was allocation to study groups adequately concealed?
In the manuscript, the authors report that subjects were ‘randomly assigned to 4 groups (selenium,
vitamin E, selenium + vitamin E, and placebo) in a double-blind fashion between August 22, 2001, and
June 24, 2004’. Blinding of participants is also described in some detail:
To ensure that the quality of the blind was maintained, capsules received in each subsequent lot
were compared with the previous lot and with matching capsules in the current shipment for their
characteristics of weight, shape and size, colour and external marking, odour, and comparability of
19 This is an open access publication: https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/183163
++: ‘There is direct evidence that subjects were allocated to any study group including controls using a
method with a random component. Acceptable methods of randomization include: referring to a random
number table, using a computer random number generator. . .)’
+: ‘There is indirect evidence that subjects were allocated to study groups using a method with a random
component (i.e., authors state that allocation was random, without description of the method used), OR it is
deemed that allocation without a clearly random component during the study would not appreciably bias
results’
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contents of opened capsules”. This implies that capsules containing both active treatment and
placebo were identical, which should ensure blinding of participants throughout the trial.
The authors also give some detail on when blinding of the investigator was first lifted after the
study had finished in 24 June 2004: ‘The trial was activated in July 2001 and follow-up blinded to the
trial results ended on October 23, 2008’.
Given that the investigators report double-blinding and say that all capsules were identical, risk of
bias due to allocation concealment appears low. The choice of rating is therefore again limited to
either ‘++’ or ‘+’ which are defined in the instructions as:
The direct evidence for allocation concealment here could be the simple statement by the authors
that identical capsules were administered, and that the randomisation code was not broken during the
study period. This would qualify as ‘++’.
Questions on performance bias:
Were the research personnel and human subjects blinded to the study group during the study?
While the previous question covered concealment at randomisation, this question refers to blinding
during the conduct of the study, i.e. if the research personnel and human subjects were blinded to the
study group during the study.
In principle, the same information as provided by the authors in their manuscript is often used to
assess both questions. Key information to look for here, in addition, are indications of departures from
randomisation that could mean participants or investigators were aware of exposure status.
Referring to Q2 in selection bias above, the authors report that blinding of the investigator was first
lifted after the study had finished in 24 June 2004: ‘The trial was activated in July 2001 and follow-up
blinded to the trial results ended on October 23, 2008’. Although not specifically mentioned, it is very
unlikely that clinical or other research staff could have found out about participant treatment status
(identical capsules should ensure that). The choice of rating here should therefore be limited to either
‘++’ or ‘+’, defined in the instructions as:
One could argue that a statement about all research personnel being blinded for the full duration of
the trial, or other information in that direction, would be needed as ‘direct evidence’ to qualify for a
++. Based on such a strict evaluation, we give a rating of ‘+’ (but ‘++’ could have been justified).
Question on attrition/exclusion bias:
Were outcome data complete without attrition or exclusion from analysis?
In the manuscript, it is reported that ‘All analyses were performed by using an intention-to-treat analysis
in which men were classified according to the group to which they were randomized. All men were followed
up until death or loss to follow-up’. Furthermore, in Figure 1 of the manuscript, all those receiving
‘++’: There is direct evidence that at the time of recruitment the research personnel and subjects did not
know what study group subjects were allocated to, and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding
of allocation until after recruitment was complete and irrevocable. Acceptable methods used to ensure
allocation concealment include central allocation (including telephone, web-based and pharmacy-controlled
randomization); sequentially numbered drug containers of identical appearance; sequentially numbered,
opaque, sealed envelopes; or equivalent methods.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that the research personnel and subjects did not know what study group
subjects were allocated to and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding of allocation until after
recruitment was complete and irrevocable, OR it is deemed that lack of adequate allocation concealment
would not appreciably bias results.
‘++’: There is direct evidence that the subjects and research personnel were adequately blinded to study
group, and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding during the study. Methods used to ensure
blinding include central allocation; sequentially numbered drug containers of identical appearance;
sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes; or equivalent methods.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that the research personnel and subjects were adequately blinded to study
group, and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding during the study, OR it is deemed that lack
of adequate blinding during the study would not appreciably bias results.
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treatment or placebo were included in the primary analyses and all reasons for exclusions prior to allocating
treatment are given. Risk of bias due to missing outcome data therefore appears complete and the choice
of rating is therefore limited to either ‘+’ or ‘++’, which are defined in the instructions as:
In this case, as all those receiving treatment were included in the primary intention-to-treat
analyses, the appropriate rating appears to be “++”.
Questions on detection bias
Q1: Can we be confident in the exposure characterisation?
The exposure in this case is the allocation of capsules that contained either
• Placebo,
• Selenium (200 lg),
• Vitamin E (400 IU) or
• Selenium (200 lg) + Vitamin E (400 IU).
Participants were asked to take capsules daily for the duration of the experiment. Furthermore, self-
reported compliance was recorded at regular intervals during the study period and was similar across
treatment groups (Table 2 in the manuscript, upper panel). Compliance was also verified by measuring
serum levels of selenium and Vitamin E (Cholesterol-adjusted a-tocopherol) (Table 2 in the manuscript,
lower panel).
Concerning quality of the capsules, the authors provided the following information:
As required by current good manufacturing practice, each lot of capsules was quarantined upon
receipt until testing was performed to ensure that capsules labelled “active” by the manufacturer
contained the appropriate active agent and that capsules labelled as “placebo” did not contain an
active agent.
No further information was provided on the placebo. When considering appropriate rating, it is
relevant to reflect on the four possible options as provided in the OHAT instructions:
‘++’: There is direct evidence that there was no loss of subjects during the study and outcome data were
complete, OR loss of subjects (i.e., incomplete outcome data) was adequately addressed and reasons were
documented when human subjects were removed from a study or analyses. . ... OR analyses (such as
intention-to-treat analysis) in which missing data have been imputed using appropriate methods (ensuring
that the characteristics of subjects lost to follow up or with unavailable records are described in identical way
and are not significantly different from those of the study participants).
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that loss of subjects (i.e., incomplete outcome data) was adequately addressed and
reasons were documented when human subjects were removed from a study, OR it is deemed that the proportion
lost to follow-up would not appreciably bias results (less than 20% in each group (Genaidy et al. 2007)).
‘++’: There is direct evidence that the exposure (including purity and stability of the test substance and
compliance with the treatment, if applicable) was independently characterized and purity confirmed generally
as ≥ 99% for single substance or non-mixture evaluations (see NTP 2006 for example of study effects
attributable to impurities of approximately 1%), AND that exposure was consistently administered (i.e., with
the same method and timeframe) across treatment groups.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that the exposure (including purity and stability of the test substance and
compliance with the treatment, if applicable) was independently characterized and purity confirmed generally
as ≥ 99%* (i.e., the supplier of the chemical provides documentation of the purity of the chemical), OR direct
evidence that purity was independently confirmed as ≥ 98%3 it is deemed that impurities of up to 2% would
not appreciably bias results, AND there is indirect evidence that exposure was consistently administered (i.e.,
with the same method and timeframe) across treatment groups.
‘’: There is indirect evidence that the exposure (including purity and stability of the test substance and
compliance with the treatment, if applicable) was assessed using poorly validated methods, OR there is
insufficient information provided about the validity of the exposure assessment method, but no evidence for
concern (record “NR” as basis for answer).
‘’: There is direct evidence that the exposure (including purity and stability of the test substance and
compliance with the treatment, if applicable) was assessed using poorly validated methods.
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* Note: purity thresholds should be developed for specific research questions and reflect empirical
data for the substance and outcome under consideration when possible. Therefore, the appropriate
cut-off purity value may be lower or higher than the values listed below for ≥ 99% defining the
difference between ‘definitely low’ and ‘probably low’ or ≥ 98% defining the difference between
‘probably low’ and ‘probably high’ risk of bias.
Regarding the first condition referring to purity of the test substance, the exact text here would
have had to be pre-tailored to reflect what is acceptable or needed in interventions with dietary
supplements (where a pure active substance is usually not used). The key issue to consider is
verification that the capsules contain the active ingredient in the correct amount. This was
appropriately done. However, information on the placebo capsules (what substance) was not provided.
The second condition is that exposure should be consistently administered across treatment groups.
What we know is that participants were given instructions to take the capsules daily. Furthermore,
compliance was monitored on a regular basis, both by asking subjects and by measuring serum levels
of selenium and vitamin E. Although self-reported compliance decreased from around 85% in the first
year to roughly 70% in the 5th year, the level of compliance was similar in all groups over time.
Furthermore, serum levels of selenium showed large exposure contrast between the groups receiving
and not receiving selenium. Similar, but less pronounced differences were observed for vitamin E.
Based on this information, there is direct evidence that exposure was consistently administered (by the
participants themselves). Whether exposure contrast would be regarded as enough or compliance
falling to 70% (self-reported) is acceptable is a matter of opinion.
Since the content of the placebo is poorly described, a rating of ‘+’ seems appropriate.
Q2: Can we be confident in the outcome assessment?
The outcome is prostate cancer and other cancers; the assessment was described as follows by the
authors:
Participants reported prostate cancers to the study site staff. Study staff obtained medical records
supporting the diagnosis and abstracted the diagnostic method and clinical stage. Tissue and the
corresponding pathology report were sent to the central pathology laboratory for confirmation.
Gleason Score was based on central pathology review.
Based on that, we have the following options for rating:
‘++’: There is direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using well-established methods (e.g., the “gold
standard” with validity and reliability > 0.70 Genaidy et al. 2007), AND subjects had been followed for the
same length of time in all study groups. Acceptable assessment methods will depend on the outcome, but
examples of such methods may include: objectively measured with diagnostic methods, measured by trained
interviewers, obtained from registries (Shamliyan et al. 2010), AND there is direct evidence that the outcome
assessors (including study subjects, if outcomes were self-reported) were adequately blinded to the study
group, and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding prior to reporting outcomes.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using acceptable methods (i.e., deemed valid
and reliable but not the gold standard) (e.g., validity and reliability ≥ 0.40 Genaidy et al. 2007), AND subjects
had been followed for the same length of time in all study groups, OR it is deemed that the outcome
assessment methods used would not appreciably bias results, AND there is indirect evidence that the
outcome assessors (including study subjects, if outcomes were self-reported) were adequately blinded to the
study group, and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding prior to reporting outcomes, OR it is
deemed that lack of adequate blinding of outcome assessors would not appreciably bias results, which is
more likely to apply to objective outcome measures.
‘–’: There is indirect evidence that the outcome assessment method is an insensitive instrument (e.g., a
questionnaire used to assess outcomes with no information on validation), OR the length of follow up differed
by study group, OR there is indirect evidence that it was possible for outcome assessors (including study
subjects if outcomes were self-reported) to infer the study group prior to reporting outcomes, OR there is
insufficient information provided about blinding of outcome assessors (record “NR” as basis for answer).
‘’: There is direct evidence that the outcome assessment method is an insensitive instrument, OR the length
of follow up differed by study group, OR there is direct evidence for lack of adequate blinding of outcome
assessors (including study subjects if outcomes were self-reported), including no blinding or incomplete blinding.
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Following the instructions, three issues need to be considered:
1) Appropriateness of the method: Information on cancers were based on clinical records,
which is a ‘gold standard’. However, it is the participants themselves who had to report
having cancer and based on that their diagnosis were verified. It is possible that a
participant reports (rightly or wrongly) that he has been diagnosed, but the medical records
could not be retrieved for verification. This could result in some misclassification of the
outcome assessment. This possibility is not addressed in the manuscript and there is no
mentioning of any validation of their outcome assessment approach.
2) Comparable length of follow-up across treatment groups: As reported in the study the
duration of treatment was the same across all treatment groups.
3) Blinding of the outcome assessor: As described above, blinding of the outcome assessor
was indirectly reported by saying that the randomisation code was not broken until after the
trail was completed. Another indirect evidence for blinding is the fact that all capsules were
identical, so the assessors would not have been able to identify which treatment group
cases and non-cases belonged to.
Overall the scoring here seems to justify a ‘+’, but not ‘++’, mostly because the completeness of the
outcome assessments is not fully clear, but judged unlikely to be serious.
Questions on Selective Reporting Bias
Were all measured outcomes reported?
For this trial, no significant differences in the primary outcomes (cancer) were observed. The issue
of possible reporting bias therefore seems limited. Primary outcomes are clearly reported and
information on baseline characteristics of study participants and measures of compliance are reported.
However, if one examines the original study protocol (protocol (clinicaltrials.gov identifier:
NCT00006392), then some of the outcomes reported as secondary in table 4, including diabetes and
death from other sources than cancer or CVD, are not mentioned. In terms of rating, the following
options are available:
‘++’: There is direct evidence that all of the study’s measured outcomes (primary and secondary) outlined in
the protocol, methods, abstract, and/or introduction (that are relevant for the evaluation) have been
reported. This would include outcomes reported with sufficient detail to be included in meta-analysis or fully
tabulated during data extraction and analyses had been planned in advance.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that all of the study’s measured outcomes (primary and secondary) outlined in
the protocol, methods, abstract, and/or introduction (that are relevant for the evaluation) have been
reported, OR analyses that had not been planned in advance (i.e., retrospective unplanned subgroup
analyses) are clearly indicated as such and it is deemed that the unplanned analyses were appropriate and
selective reporting would not appreciably bias results (e.g., appropriate analyses of an unexpected effect).
This would include outcomes reported with insufficient detail such as only reporting that results were
statistically significant (or not).
‘–’: There is indirect evidence that all of the study’s measured outcomes (primary and secondary) outlined in
the protocol, methods, abstract, and/or introduction (that are relevant for the evaluation) have been
reported, OR and there is indirect evidence that unplanned analyses were included that may appreciably bias
results, OR there is insufficient information provided about selective outcome reporting (record “NR” as basis
for answer).
‘’: There is direct evidence that all of the study’s measured outcomes (primary and secondary) outlined in
the protocol, methods, abstract, and/or introduction (that are relevant for the evaluation) have not been
reported. In addition to not reporting outcomes, this would include reporting outcomes based on composite
score without individual outcome components or outcomes reported using measurements, analysis methods
or subsets of the data (e.g., subscales) that were not pre-specified or reporting outcomes not pre-specified,
or that unplanned analyses were included that would appreciably bias results.
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As all primary and secondary outcomes are clearly reported and the few additional outcomes whose
results are reported have no relevance for the main findings, a ‘++’ could be justified.
Final Comments
The take home message from this example is first that the generic instruction text is not always
fully in line with the elements that one is trying to capture. An example of that is the specification of
purity of the test substance under exposure characterisation. This highlights the need to tailor the
instructions before each assessment (as stated in the OHAT instructions).
Second, the choice between assigning a ‘+’ or a ‘++’ (or ‘–’ or a ‘’) often depends on how
authors write or their general reporting preferences. In many cases, for example, there is no data or
evidence to evaluate if the lack of a sentence on the method of randomisation would lead to a higher
risk of bias or not. The difference between a ‘+’ or a ‘++’ may often reflects issues in the quality of
reporting, but not necessarily issues in the study conduct and therefore the real occurrence of biases.
To summarise the overall assessment for this study, Table 2 below provides a summary of rating for
each bias question along short notes that justify the rating. The two-first columns provide the
grouping of each question into different types of bias as defined in Section 4.2 and the finer division
into different bias categories as used in the NTP-OHAT risk of bias tool.








Confounding Selection bias Was administered dose or
exposure level adequately
randomised?
+ Randomisation done, method of
randomisation not reported (but could be
verified in Table 1)






Were the research personnel
and human subjects blinded
to the study group during
the study?





complete without attrition or
exclusion from analysis?
++ All initially allocated to treatment were
included in the primary analyses
Information bias Detection
Bias
Can we be confident in the
exposure characterisation?
+ The placebo is not well characterised
(description of what those capsules
contained): Judged to be of limited
concern as compliance was monitored




Can we be confident in the
outcome assessment?
+ Outcome assessment was based on
initial self-report which was then
confirmed by examining clinical records.
Not clear if all cases would be detected
in that way, but differences across




Were all measured outcomes
reported?
+ Some outcomes such as diabetes are
reported although not mentioned as
outcome in the trial registration, since
they were added later as safety issues.
Minor issues and no substantial risk of
bias associated with this reporting
*: The six bias types used in the NTP-OHAT risk of bias tool reflect a finer categorisation of biases that fall under either selection
bias, information bias and confounding as defined in Section 4.2.
**: Note why best rating ‘++’ was not given.
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EXAMPLE 2: Selenium and cancer, performance bias:
The example provided above is a relatively simple as the selected study was well conducted and of
high quality. It is therefore relevant for comparison to consider examples of studies that would be
rated at a higher risk of bias on certain questions. One example of such an RCT whose findings may
have been influenced by performance bias (in particular) and selection bias, we use the study by
Duffield-Lillico et al. (2003). This study was a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial
conducted in 1,312 participants recruited between 1983 and 1991, from seven dermatology clinics in
low-selenium areas of the USA. This trial was originally designed to test the ability of selenium
supplements to prevent non-melanoma skin cancer incidence.20 In this study, a protective effect of
selenium supplementation on prostate cancer was observed.
The 1,312 participants were recruited in seven different centres and then randomised to receive
placebo or selenium supplementation. The randomisation was ‘blocked by time and stratified by clinic’
as reported by the authors. The resulting baseline characteristics of study participants are shown in
Table 3 (SS: selenium supplementation).
Question on selection bias:
Was administered dose or exposure level adequately randomised?
As can be seen in Table 3, the mean age at baseline was significantly higher in the selenium
supplemental group (~ 1.4 years), and there were some notable (non-significant) differences in never
and current smokers. This may have occurred due to chance, but since prostate cancer is strongly
dependent on age, and smoking is a risk factor, one could expect these differences to affect the
results, in particular as the mean age difference is not small compared to the mean follow-up time of
the study (~ 7 years). Higher mean age among those receiving placebo may well result in more cases
being detected in the placebo group. Considering that the method of randomisation is poorly described
(here it matters), there is quite clearly some risk of bias, and selecting between the “–” or “” rating
seems justifiable:
Table 3: Baseline characteristics of study participants (Duffield-Lillico et al., 2003)
20 This is an open access publication: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12699469/
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As there is no direct mentioning of the method for random allocation, and clear indications that the
randomisation may have not been perfect, the appropriate judgement here would be ‘’.
Question on performance bias:
Were the research personnel and human subjects blinded to the study group during the study?
Even though this study was a double-blind RCT, there are several indications provided in the
manuscript that lead to the suspicion that blinding was not successful. First, the mean reported follow-
up time in the selenium supplement group and placebo group was 7.3 and 7.6 years, respectively. This
difference, although small, could reflect higher motivation in the selenium group to get screening. An
alternative consequence is that shorter follow-up time in the selenium group (for whatever reasons)
may lead to fever number of cases being diagnosed, if not corrected in the analysis. Second, and most
importantly, the authors noted that
the follow-up, as per the current clinical standard for a man with an abnormal PSA level, differed
significantly between treatment groups; 35% of men with an abnormal PSA in the placebo group
underwent biopsy at some point throughout the trial, compared with only 14% in the selenium
group (p < 0.05; Table 3). This observed difference in biopsy rates could not be accounted for by
PSA concentration, age at which the abnormal PSA was detected, nor alternative diagnostic
procedures including TURP or TRUS. This discrepancy suggests a potential bias against the
detection of prostate cancer in the SS group.
Differences in rate of testing among men with abnormal PSA strongly suggest differential treatment,
either by chance, but more likely because blinding of either participants or research personal could not
be achieved. Lower rate of detection of prostate cancer in the selenium supplemental group would bias
the effect estimate in the direction of showing a protective effect of the supplementation (which was
the reported study finding). In terms of rating performance bias, here the two following options seem
most logical:
The rating here would be ‘–’, as the evidence is indirect based on study results and reported data.
EXAMPLE 3: Dietary intervention in pregnant women. Performance bias and lack of blinding.
Dietary intervention studies are a good example of studies where performance bias due to lack of
blinding may occur. That is, when dietary regimens are assigned as treatment and participant
concealment is not made, this may result in either differential allocation to treatment by the
investigator, or deviation from the assigned intervention by the participants. As a possible example of
such a study we look at a dietary intervention study in pregnant women by Poston et al. (2015).21
In this study, the authors aimed to examine ‘whether a complex intervention addressing diet and
physical activity could reduce the incidence of gestational diabetes and large-for-gestational-age
infants’. For that purpose, the 1,555 women were randomly assigned to either standard antenatal
(n = 772 of which 651 (84%) completed the follow-up) or behavioural intervention (N = 783 of
which 629 (80%) completed the follow-up). The intervention as described by the authors ‘was
‘–’ There is indirect evidence that it was possible for research personnel or subjects to infer the study group,
OR there is insufficient information provided about blinding to study group during the study (record “NR” as
basis for answer).
‘’ There is direct evidence for lack of adequate blinding of the study group including no blinding or
incomplete blinding of research personnel and subjects. For some treatments, such as behavioral
interventions, allocation to study groups cannot be concealed.
21 This is an open access publication: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26165396/
‘–’ There is indirect evidence that subjects were allocated to study groups using a method with a non-random
component, OR there is insufficient information provided about how subjects were allocated to study groups
(record “NR” as basis for answer).
‘’ There is direct evidence that subjects were allocated to study groups using a non-random method
including judgment of the clinician, preference of the participant, the results of a laboratory test or a series of
tests, or availability of the intervention (Higgins and Green, 2011).
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informed by control theory and elements of social cognitive theory, consisted of eight further health
trainer-led group or individual sessions of 1 h duration once a week for 8 weeks’. . .. ‘The intention of
the intervention was to improve glucose tolerance through dietary and physical activity behaviour
change’. In short, no effect of the intervention was observed for the primary outcome of this trial.
Question on Performance Bias:
Were the research personnel and human subjects blinded to the study group during the study?
In terms of bias, it is clear from the description that participant blinding was not possible. Blinding
of those assigning the intervention was also not possible but blinding of those performing the outcome
assessment could have been (if the participants do not reveal their treatment status). If evaluated
against double blind randomised controlled trials, the rating in terms of performance bias would have
to be ‘’ according to the instructions:
Let us first reflect on the possible bias and its magnitude and direction that may occur due to lack
of participant blinding. Participants are being encouraged to shift their dietary habits in a healthier
direction in terms of carbohydrate and fat quality; and they are asked to increase their physical
activity. Changing such habits on the investigators’ request is generally difficult and one likely outcome
in these types of studies is low or poor compliance. It is less likely that participants in the intervention
group decide to follow a different diet which they were not assigned to. On the other hand, the
controls who receive standard care are not assigned to any specific treatment, but they are aware that
their health and lifestyle is being monitored. This may motivate them to act healthier than they would
have done otherwise. Lack of compliance in the intervention group and possible changes in lifestyle
habits in a healthier direction among controls would lead to smaller contrast in exposure than intended
or to some confounding, biasing the effect estimate towards the NULL.
The exposure contrast in both dietary habits in this well conducted trial was quite small in absolute
terms, despite being significantly different (see Table 4). For example, mean changes in dietary fibres
are less than 1 g/day and the measured differences in glycaemic load and saturated fat are only a
fraction of the between-subject variation (as measured by the standard deviations). This can be
interpreted as an indication of performance bias (possibly due to poor compliance).
‘’: There is direct evidence for lack of adequate blinding of the study group including no blinding or
incomplete blinding of research personnel and subjects. For some treatments, such as behavioural
interventions, allocation to study groups cannot be concealed.
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Table 4: Maternal nutritional and physical activity outcomes, by period of gestation (Duffield-Lillico
et al., 2003)
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Regarding blinding of the research personnel, the primary outcomes were gestational diabetes
(GDM) and infants born large for gestational age. It is theoretically possible that lack of blinding may
result in differential monitoring depending on intervention status, but as these outcomes were
assessed as a part of the standard antenatal care, risk of bias appears low (but cannot be excluded for
GDM which is assessed based on suspected symptoms and is not a standard measure applied to all).
There is no statement on blinding of the outcome assessors in the manuscript.
Final Comment:
Despite being a high risk of bias study when assessed in relation to a double-blind RCT (as the gold
standard), the study by Poston et al. (2015) could not have been performed to a higher standard
when it comes to performance bias, suggesting that while some degree of bias is found in all studies,
some study designs may be exposed to a higher and unavoidable amount of bias. In this instance, the
nature of the assigned treatment simply means that blinding cannot be ensured. Still, this trial has the
advantage over observational studies that the randomisation at baseline should minimise confounding
by other factors possibly related to the treatment and the outcome. The disadvantage compared to
the observational setting is that the exposure contrast in these types of trials is often (as here) much
lower compared to what can be investigated in observational setting or in less labour-intensive
interventions like the selenium trials above, and therefore may not be enough to elicit a biologically
relevant effect.
Observational studies – risk of bias assessment
EXAMPLE 3: Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) and fetal growth – risk of bias assessment in a
cohort study
In this example, three studies with different designs are presented, all addressing the relationship
between PFAS in the mother and birthweight. They use different approaches to assessing exposure,
each of which may be vulnerable to bias when judged separately but considering them together they
can provide a more complete understanding of the epidemiological evidence. Specifically, it relates to
the use of biomarkers of exposure which have the potential advantage of providing a precise
measurement of individual integrated exposure, but may introduce confounding if some of the
determinants of the biomarker level such as metabolism or excretion are related to the outcome of
interest. The alternative to biomarkers of exposure could be modelled exposure which introduces a
different potential disadvantage, model uncertainty. Thus, as these examples seek to illustrate it is not
straightforward to rank these alternative exposure assessment approaches and different assessors may
well disagree as to which is ‘better’. However, acknowledging these differences and assessing the
differing results from different designs in an integrated assessment helps to both reach a conclusion
on the evidence of hazard, and shed light on the relative importance of these different potential
sources of bias arising from exposure assessment.
First, we selected a study on ‘Perfluorinated Chemicals and Fetal Growth: A Study within the Danish
National Birth Cohort’ by Fei et al. (2007).22
Unlike in the example for the RCTs above, we put slightly more emphasis on the study results in
this section. The focus is also on drawing conclusions on the overall body of evidence from the
examples given. In this study, the authors examined the association between perfluoro-octane-
sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluoro-octanoate (PFOA) measured in maternal serum drawn in early
gestation (weeks 4–14) and birth weight. The participants were 1,400 subjects randomly selected form
the Danish National Birth Cohort (n ~ 100.000). During the recruitment period (1996–2002), around
30% of all births occurring in Denmark were recruited. In this study, a modest but significant inverse
association was observed between maternal concentrations of PFOA and birth weight, while a non-
significant inverse association was observed for PFOS (the regression coefficient in the table below
from the manuscript reflects decrease in birth weight per 1-ng/mL increase in maternal concentrations
of PFOS or PFOA).
22 This is an open access publication: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18008003/
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Question on Selection bias
Did selection of study participants result in appropriate comparison groups?
The authors provide the following description in their method section:
‘Among all participants who gave birth to a single live-born child without a reported congenital
malformation (n = 87,752), who provided the first blood sample between gestational weeks 4 and
14 (n = 80,678), and who had responded to all four telephone interviews (n = 43,045), we
randomly selected 1,400 mothers’.
To answer this question, we have the following rating options:
The word ‘unexposed’ is here perhaps not a good term to use when the substance being
investigated is an environmental contaminant that can be detected in humans and wildlife world-wide.
When subjects were selected at random, the exposure status was unknown and random sampling
should ensure that there is no selection with respect to exposure or outcome. No direct evidence is
provided (it is unclear how that could be achieved).
Both ‘++’ and ‘+’ could be justified here but following the strict formulation of the text the rating
here would be ‘+’.
Question on confounding
Did the study design or analysis account for important confounding and modifying variables?
The authors adjusted for the following-set of variables in their statistical analyses:
Gestational age, infant sex, maternal age, socio-occupational status, parity, cigarette smoking, pre-
pregnancy BMI, gestational weeks at blood drawing.
Gestational age, infant sex, maternal age and weeks of blood drawing were extracted from clinical
records. Other variables were based on self-reports. Misclassification due to self-reported parity should
be low (simple to answer). Some misclassification in reporting of smoking, BMI and socio-occupational
status could be expected, but since neither of these characteristics are strongly associated with
exposure to PFOS and PFOA, and self-report has been shown to be quite reliable in several other
validation studies. The method for covariate assessment here is therefore judged to be valid.
The selected variables are standard for analyses aimed at examining the relationship between pregnancy-
exposure and birth weight. All these variables are important predictors of birth weight and some of them are
predictors of serum PFO and PFOA concentration (seeTable 6 from themanuscript (Fei et al., 2007) below):
Table 5: Adjusted regression coefficients (b (95% CI)) between PFOS and PFOA (ng/mL)in first
maternal blood during pregnancy and birth weight (g) (Fei et al., 2007)
‘++’: There is direct evidence that subjects (both exposed and non-exposed) were similar (e.g., recruited
from the same eligible population, recruited with the same method of ascertainment using the same inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and were of similar age and health status), recruited within the same time frame, and
had the similar participation/response rates.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that subjects (both exposed and non-exposed) were similar (e.g., recruited from
the same eligible population, recruited with the same method of ascertainment using the same inclusion and
exclusion criteria, and were of similar age and health status), recruited within the same time frame, and had
the similar participation/response rates, OR differences between groups would not appreciably bias results.
‘’: There is indirect evidence that subjects (both exposed and non-exposed) were not similar, recruited
within very different time frames, or had the very different participation/response rates, OR there is
insufficient information provided about the comparison group including a different rate of non-response
without an explanation (record “NR” as basis for answer).
‘’: There is direct evidence that subjects (both exposed and non-exposed) were not similar, recruited
within very different time frames, or had the very different participation/response rates.
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Some assessors could ask the question why other factors such as dietary habits or other co-
exposures were not taken into consideration. One answer to that might be that in well- nourished
populations diet is generally not a strong predictor of birth weight. In this (and other) population, the
relationship between self-reported diet and PFOS and PFOA measured in maternal serum was very
modest (Halldorsson et al., 2008). This study was conducted in a time period when environmental
release and use was at peak levels (Armitage et al., 2009) and these substances were found in common
house-hold products (carpets, clothing). These substances may therefore have had different exposure
profiles compared to many other legacy contaminants. These arguments are, however, speculative but
that is usually the case when assessing risk of confounding bias in observational studies.
One suspected confounder not taken into consideration in this study is possible confounding by
physiological changes in pregnancy (Savitz, 2007; Verner et al., 2015). During pregnancy, blood
volume increases which would lead to lower circulating concentrations of PFOS and PFOA, and the
blood volume expansion is partly proportional to fetal growth. In addition, increase in glomerular
filtration rate could result in more rapid excretion of PFOS and PFOA and the filtration rate is again
partly driven by fetal growth (Verner et al., 2015). These changes would however be of more influence
in late gestation when the fetus grows rapidly, but not in samples drawn in early pregnancy as is the
case here (weeks 4–14).
Based on these considerations the judgement here would be a selection between a ‘+’ or a ‘++’:
Table 6: Plasma concentrations of PFOS, PFOA, and birth weight (mean  SD) by characteristics of
study subjects (n = 1,400)
‘++’: There is direct evidence that appropriate adjustments or explicit considerations were made for primary
covariates and confounders in the final analyses through the use of statistical models to reduce research-
specific bias including standardization, matching, adjustment in multivariate model, stratification, propensity
scoring, or other methods that were appropriately justified. Acceptable consideration of appropriate
adjustment factors includes cases when the factor is not included in the final adjustment model because the
author conducted analyses that indicated it did not need to be included, AND there is direct evidence that
primary covariates and confounders were assessed using valid and reliable measurements, AND there is direct
evidence that other exposures anticipated to bias results were not present or were appropriately measured
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‘+’:
Since we cannot answer ‘yes’ to the condition on ‘direct evidence’, but it is included that there is
sufficient indirect evidence that appropriate adjustments were made, the evaluation here would be a
‘+’. Note, however, that this evaluation depends on several assumptions and considerations, and
another judgement could have been argued for. Assessing risk of confounding bias for observational
studies requires expert judgement and rating is often largely determined by the experts’ own views.
Question on attrition/exclusion bias
Were outcome data complete without attrition or exclusion from analysis?
When selecting the 1,400 maternal samples, the only inclusion criteria were singleton live born
infants. Otherwise data was complete (maternal concentration of PFOS and PFOA and birth weight was
available for all samples). Based on that the rating ‘++’ seems justified:
Question on detection bias
1) Can we be confident in the exposure characterization?
Both serum PFOS and PFOA have elimination half-life in humans that is measured in years. Since
these are persistent compounds and serum concentrations are considered appropriate biomarker, bias
due to the exposure assessment can be considered as low.
The method of analysis also appears appropriate (‘liquid chromatography- tandem mass
spectrometry with laboratory personnel being blinded to the birth outcomes and types of blood
drawn’). When the samples were measured (2006–2007) analytical methods for PFOS and PFOA were
in the early stage and different laboratories did not always produce consistent results in intercalibration
exercises (Longnecker et al., 2008). For this study, it was the 3M laboratory that did these analyses
and it is reasonable to assume that their methods were of high standards. Still, given the uncertainty
of analytical methods around this time period, a strict but reasonable judgement would be a ‘+’.
‘++’: There is direct evidence that loss of subjects (i.e., incomplete outcome data) was adequately addressed
and reasons were documented when human subjects were removed from a study. Acceptable handling of
subject attrition includes: very little missing outcome data; reasons for missing subjects unlikely to be related
to outcome (for survival data, censoring unlikely to be introducing bias); missing outcome data balanced in
numbers across study groups, with similar reasons for missing data across groups, OR missing data have
been imputed using appropriate methods and characteristics of subjects lost to follow up or with unavailable
records are described in identical way and are not significantly different from those of the study participants.
‘++’: There is direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed (i.e., under the same method and
time-frame) using well-established methods that directly measure exposure (e.g., measurement of the
chemical in air or measurement of the chemical in blood, plasma, urine, etc.), OR exposure was assessed
using less-established methods that directly measure exposure and are validated against well-established
methods.
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that the exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods
that directly measure exposure, OR exposure was assessed using indirect measures (e.g., questionnaire or
occupational exposure assessment by a certified industrial hygienist) that have been validated or empirically
shown to be consistent with methods that directly measure exposure (i.e., inter-methods validation: one
method vs. another).
and adjusted for. In occupational studies or studies of contaminated sites, other chemical exposures known to
be associated with those settings were appropriately considered.
‘+’ There is indirect evidence that appropriate adjustments were made, OR it is deemed that not considering
or only considering a partial list of covariates or confounders in the final analyses would not appreciably bias
results. AND there is evidence (direct or indirect) that primary covariates and confounders were assessed
using valid and reliable measurements, OR it is deemed that the measures used would not appreciably bias
results (i.e., the authors justified the validity of the measures from previously published research), AND there
is evidence (direct or indirect) that other co-exposures anticipated to bias results were not present or were
appropriately adjusted for, OR it is deemed that co-exposures present would not appreciably bias results.
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2) Can we be confident in the outcome assessment?
All birth outcomes were extracted from clinical records, which can be considered as gold standard.
All subjects were followed-up for the same length of time (until birth). Blinding is ensured by design in
this case. Based on that, the rating of ‘++’ seems justified.
Question on selective reporting bias
Were all measured outcomes reported?
All measured outcomes relevant to assess fetal growth, including birth weight and gestational
length, were reported. The relationship between birth outcomes and the covariates accounted for in
the statistical analyses were also clearly reported (see Table above). All effect estimates were also
clearly reported with confidence intervals (see manuscript).
Based on that, the judgement ‘++’ seems appropriate.
Other Biases
The use of statistical methods seems appropriate, i.e. adjusting for covariates using multivariate
regression analyses is a standard method for confounder control. No other issues detected.
To conclude, a summary of the proposed rating for the individual bias questions is given in Table 7.












+ Random selection of 1,400 subjects from
the cohort that had participated in four
different data collections until 18 months
postpartum
Random selection should guard against
biased selection in relation to exposure or










+ Use of early pregnancy sample should
minimize risk of confounding (but
confounding is still possible). Important






or exclusion from analysis?
++ No attrition, information on fetal growth is
available for all 1,400 subjects
‘++’ There is direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using well-established methods (e.g., the “gold
standard” with validity and reliability > 0.70 Genaidy et al. 2007), AND subjects had been followed for the
same length of time in all study groups. Acceptable assessment methods will depend on the outcome, but
examples of such methods may include: objectively measured with diagnostic methods, measured by trained
interviewers, obtained from registries (Shamliyan et al. 2010), AND there is direct evidence that the outcome
assessors (including study subjects, if outcomes were self-reported) were adequately blinded to the study
group, and it is unlikely that they could have broken the blinding prior to reporting outcomes.
‘++’: There is direct evidence that all of the study’s measured outcomes (primary and secondary) outlined in
the protocol, methods, abstract, and/or introduction (that are relevant for the evaluation) have been
reported. This would include outcomes reported with sufficient detail to be included in meta-analysis or fully
tabulated during data extraction and analyses had been planned in advance.
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As Table 7 shows each bias question was in all cases either rated as ‘+’ or a ‘++’ (no ‘’ or ‘’).
Compared to the example for the RCTs above some decisions, such as the question on confounder control,
are more subjective with no clear yes/no answer, as all possible confounders can never be accounted for. For
that question, there is no right or wrong answer, only expert judgement that should be clearly documented.
EXAMPLE 4: Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) and fetal growth, partial confounding? – risk of
bias assessment in cross-sectional studies
In another paper on PFOS/PFOA and fetal growth, Apelberg et al. (2007)23 examined the same
relationship in 293 mother child pairs but using cord blood drawn at delivery. Since cord blood is
drawn at a similar time as birth weight is recorded, this is in fact a cross-sectional study. However,
since PFOS and PFOA have long elimination half-life and it is well documented that serum samples
drawn at different time points in pregnancy are strongly correlated (see Table 8 from the manuscript
by Fei et al. (2007, below), the cross-sectional label is perhaps not important. Similar to the study
above, a significant inverse association was observed between cord blood concentrations of PFOS and
PFOA with birth weight adjusted for gestational age. Similar but non-nonsignificant inverse associations
were observed after adjusting for several other potential confounders. When interpreting the effect
estimates in the table below, it is relevant to consider that this is much smaller study than the study by
Fei et al. (2007) (n = 293 vs. 1,400). As study size directly influences the standard errors of the effect
estimate, the magnitude of the observed effect is perhaps more appropriate to focus on when










Detection Bias Can we be confident in the
exposure characterization?
+ PFOS and PFOA have long elimination half-
life and serum concentrations are
considered an optimal biomarker. The
authors evaluated stability of a single
serum measurement by measuring
concentrations in subset of participants in
late gestation and in cord blood. Analytical
methods appear valid (but no results from
an inter-calibration exercises are reported)
Information
bias
Detection Bias Can we be confident in the
outcome assessment?
++ Birth outcomes were extracted from clinical

















Statistical methods judged appropriate; no
other potential sources of bias detected
(a): The six bias types used in the NTP-OHAT risk of bias tool reflect a finer categorisation of biases that fall under either
selection bias, information bias and confounding, as defined in Section 4.2.
Table 8: Estimated change in mean gestational age, birth weight, and birth size parameters with a
change in PFOS or PFOA concentrations equal to one In-unit or from 25th to 75th percentile
23 This is an open access publication: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18008002/
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Question on confounding
Did the study design or analysis account for important confounding and modifying variables?
The same covariates are accounted for in the statistical analyses by Apelberg et al. (2007) as in the
study by Fei et al. (2007). Same clarity in terms of relationship between covariates and concentrations
of PFOS and PFOA is provided (see Table 1 in the manuscript). It is, however, important that samples
are drawn in late gestation. In that case confounding due to increased blood volume expansion and/or
higher glomerular filtration rate (more rapid excretion) among women carrying larger foetuses may
occur (Savitz, 2007; Verner et al., 2015). Under that assumption, selecting one of the two rating
options therefore seems appropriate:
In this case, it seems that we have ‘indirect evidence that the distribution of primary covariates and
known confounders differed between the groups and was not appropriately adjusted’. The appropriate
rating here would be ‘–’.
In terms of magnitude and direction, this type of confounding may not account for the full
associations, and that conclusion is partly supported by PBPK modelling (Verner et al., 2015). Partial
confounding here would be in the direction of creating a stronger inverse association with birth weight.
Although the results from Apelberg et al. (2007) and Fei et al. (2007) are not reported in an identical
manner, the two studies appear to be in line with that pattern.
EXAMPLE 5: Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) and fetal growth, detection bias? – risk of bias
assessment of a cohort study
As a final example we take another study on PFOA and fetal growth. The study population are
subjects from the C8 study that were exposed to high levels of PFOA due to contaminated drinking
water around duPont facilities in Little Hocking, Ohio. This study examined the association between
exposure during pregnancy to PFOA and term birth weight among 4534 mother-child pairs from the C8
cohort (Savitz et al., 2012).24 The C8 cohort was established in 2005 after the water contamination was
known. In order to examine associations with birth weight, the authors extracted obstetric outcomes
from birth records among cohort participants that had occurred in the area between 1990 and 2004.
There were serum measurements in 2005–2006 but not at that time of pregnancy and so serum PFOA
relied on a pharmacokinetic model linked to residential history and estimated historical drinking water
concentrations derived from a fate and transport model (Shin et al., 2011). Comparison of the predicted
serum concentrations to measured concentrations in 2005–2006 showed good agreement overall, with
Spearman’s correlation coefficient of 0.67 (Shin et al., 2011). One strength of this study compared to
the two examples above is that the exposure gradient was much larger due to large exposure contrast
in drinking water among subjects living in different water district areas. Several different model
assumptions were examined. In short, no significant association was observed between modelled PFOA
exposure and birth weight at term. Most effect estimates were negative but much weaker than in the
studies mentioned above, for example in the linear model the birthweight change for 100 ng/mL of
PFOA was –9 g (CI –20 to +2), equivalent to 0.1 g per ng/ml PFOA, essentially null.
‘–’: There is indirect evidence that the distribution of primary covariates and known confounders differed
between the groups and was not appropriately adjusted for in the final analyses, OR there is insufficient
information provided about the distribution of known confounders (record “NR” as basis for answer), OR
there is indirect evidence that primary covariates and confounders were assessed using measurements of
unknown validity, OR there is insufficient information provided about the measurement techniques used to
assess primary covariates and confounders (record “NR” as basis for answer), OR there is indirect evidence
that there was an unbalanced provision of additional co-exposures across the primary study groups, which
were not appropriately adjusted for, OR there is insufficient information provided about co-exposures in
occupational studies or studies of contaminated sites where high exposures to other chemical exposures
would have been reasonably anticipated (record “NR” as basis for answer).
‘’: There is direct evidence that the distribution of primary covariates and known confounders differed
between the groups, confounding was demonstrated, and was not appropriately adjusted for in the final
analyses, OR there is direct evidence that primary covariates and confounders were assessed using non valid
measurements, OR there is direct evidence that there was an unbalanced provision of additional co-exposures
across the primary study groups, which were not appropriately adjusted for.
24 This is an open access publication: https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/ehp.1104752
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Question on detection bias in relation to the exposure assessment.
Can we be confident in the exposure characterization?
This study relied on modelled, estimated serum levels for the year when the pregnancy occurred,
and although the model predictions correlated well overall there are individual uncertainties in the
prediction, leading to concerns about exposure misclassification. Indeed in the risk of bias approach in
the Navigation Guide system, this was scored as a high risk of bias in one systematic review (Johnson
et al., 2014) and dismissed from the overall summary of ‘better studies’, because a model was
considered inherently more at risk of bias than a measurement. On the other hand, the model was
immune to the potential biases related to excretion described in the studies above. Thus the bias from
exposure could be downgraded ‘–’ as did Johnson et al. (2014), or scored positively ‘+’ as avoiding
other biases.
Based on that assumption we would choose from the two following options:
Final remarks
Based on the three studies assessed here, one likely conclusion would have been that the study by
Fei et al. (2007) is a low risk of bias study of high quality. The study by Apelberg et al. (2007) would
have bene considered at a higher risk of bias, but the finding of that study could be considered
supportive. The study by Savitz et al. (2012) could also have been ranked as high risk of bias and
focusing on that summary assessment alone it would have been easy to reject its findings. The body
Table 9: Study II: PFOA and pregnancy outcome base on birth records linked to the C8 Health
Project: association of PFOA with indicators of fetal growth, Mid-Ohio Valley, 1990–2004
‘–’: There is indirect evidence that the exposure was assessed using poorly validated methods that directly
measure exposure, OR there is direct evidence that the exposure was assessed using indirect measures that
have not been validated or empirically shown to be consistent with methods that directly measure exposure
(e.g., a job-exposure matrix or self-report without validation) (record “NR” as basis for answer), OR there is
insufficient information provided about the exposure assessment, including validity and reliability, but no
evidence for concern about the method used (record “NR” as basis for answer).
‘+’: There is indirect evidence that the exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods
that directly measure exposure, OR exposure was assessed using indirect measures (e.g., questionnaire or
occupational exposure assessment by a certified industrial hygienist) that have been validated or empirically
shown to be consistent with methods that directly measure exposure (i.e., inter-methods validation: one
method vs. another).
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of evidence from the three studies might therefore have been assessed in favour of strong evidence
for an association between PFOA and birth weight.
One possible mechanism of confounding has been highlighted, that during the progress of
pregnancy PFAS levels may change in a manner correlated with the degree of fetal growth, leading to
a confounded relationship between maternal serum PFAS and birthweight. This would be expected to
be more evident in associations between PFAS measured later in pregnancy and such a pattern was
evident in a metanalysis stratifying birthweight studies by whether the measurement was done early
(no overall association) or late in pregnancy (a significant effect) (Steenland et al., 2018).
Biomarkers such as serum PFAS, stable and with a long half-life are very attractive exposure
indicators for assessing exposure to the fetus, as they reflect exactly the individual body burden.
Studies of PFAS half-life also have shown that there is wide individual variability in excretion rates (Li
et al., 2018), which in turn affects body burden as well as intake. However, the determinants of
variation in excretion rate are poorly understood, and if those determinants were also linked to
determinants of fetal growth, this could introduce confounding.
The study of Savitz et al. (2012) is an example with exposure being based on external exposure –
converted to predicted serum levels, not taking any account of individual intake or excretion. This was
scored as a high risk of bias in one systematic review (Johnson et al., 2014) and dismissed from the
overall summary of “better studies”, because a model was considered inherently more at risk of bias
than a measurement. However, it might be better to treat these different observational studies as
trading off different potential biases.
Studies which classify exposure by degree of intake only, miss the individual variation of excretion
rates, but also miss this potential unmeasured confounding. If results were consistent between studies
assessing contrasts in exposure by serum measurements and by intake or other external exposure
measure, then the consistent result (positive or absent) is more persuasive. This is an example of
triangulation where results are compared between studies with different potential biases. The
difference between a study with measurements early in pregnancy vs. late in pregnancy, can reveal a
bias due to pregnancy affecting PFAS body burden. The difference between a modelled vs. measured
serum level can reveal trade-off between excretion-related confounding vs. model imprecision. The
task of synthesizing the evidence should include an expert assessment of the relevant importance of
these various potential biases.
Given the larger exposure contrast in the C8 study, the modelled exposure is likely, despite some
misclassification, to accurately rank those with high vs. low PFOA exposures. Despite large exposure
contrast and large study size, no significant difference in birth weight is detected. In addition, the
modelled exposure is not influenced by physiological changes in pregnancy that we suspect may act as
a confounder. This argument casts some doubts over the associations observed in the studies by Fei
et al. (2007) and Apelberg et al. (2007), despite the fact that these two studies are considered to
have a lower risk of bias. The resulting conclusion could therefore have been rather weak evidence for
an association between PFOA and birth weight.
In summary, different conclusions may be reached if type, magnitude and direction of bias of
individual studies are not considered when assessing the body of evidence. Ranking studies into tiers
may be helpful, but this categorisation alone should not be used to guide the assessment of the body
of evidence. For example, it is very useful to make use of the full mapping of the different ratings by
type of bias and by individual studies.
EXAMPLE 6: Cadmium and Osteoporosis – risk of bias assessment of a case–control study
Sommar et al. (2013)25 carried out a nested case–control study to evaluate the association
between exposure to cadmium (Ery-Cd) and low-trauma hip fracture risk.
Question on Selection bias
Did selection of study participants result in appropriate comparison groups?
There is direct evidence that cases and controls were similar (nested case–control: recruited
prospectively from the same ‘general’ population including being of similar age, gender, ethnicity, and
eligibility criteria), recruited within the same time frame, and controls are described as having no
history of the outcome. The observed statistically significant difference for smoking at baseline is
considered as a potential confounder.
25 This is an open access publication: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00223-013-9796-5
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Question on Confounding
Did the study design or analysis account for important confounding and modifying variables?
These are biobank data and a ‘candidate compound’ approach was implemented. It is deemed that
co-exposures present would not appreciably bias results. Adjustment were made for height, BMI,
smoking (traditional fracture risk confounders).
Question on Selection bias
Were outcome data complete without attrition or exclusion from analysis?
The exposure data is incomplete (109/4,900). No comparison with the whole sample is reported.
There is indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was not adequately addressed.
Question on Information bias
Can we be confident in the exposure characterization?
There is direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed (under the same method and
timeframe) using well-established methods that directly measure exposure (Cd measurement in
erythrocytes).
Question on Information bias
Can we be confident in the outcome assessment?
Control status deferred by exclusion. There is indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed in
cases (i.e. case definition) and controls using acceptable methods, and subjects had been followed for
the same length of time in all study groups.
Question on Information bias
Were all measured outcomes reported?
There is indirect evidence that all of the study’s measured outcomes (primary and secondary)
outlined in the methods, abstract, and/or introduction (that are relevant for the evaluation) have been
reported. This includes fracture data that are reported with sufficient detail to be included in meta-
analysis or fully tabulated during data extraction. However, no protocol has been described.
Question on other sources of bias
Were there no other potential threats to internal validity (e.g., statistical methods were appropriate,
and researchers adhered to the study protocol)?
Probably Low risk of bias. Appropriate statistical methods have been used. A summary of the
ratings is given in Table 10.












++ or + Nested case–control; 2 population-based sub-
cohorts (repeated mammography screening,
general health examinations service); fracture
cases identified from a 12-year prospective
injury-fracture database and cross-matched
within the sub-cohorts data; controls: one or
two, selected from the same NSHDS cohort
(VIP or V-MSP), matched for sex, age at
recruitment (within 1 year), and date of
blood sampling (within 1 week); cases and
controls identical on most background factors
(ss for smoking); Figure 1, Table 1
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– About 17% of all fracture cases (4,900) were
represented in the biobank, and 85% of
them had left their sample before the time of
the fracture
Finally, out of 158 identified cases, Ery-Cd
was analyzed in 111 cases and 109 of these
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+ Registry-based; a 12-year prospective injury-
fracture academic database at the Umea°
University Hospital; fractures verified by X-
rays; trauma type: records; database merged




















+ Appropriate statistical methods
*: The six bias types used in the NTP-OHAT risk of bias tool reflect a finer categorization of biases that fall under either selection
bias, information bias and confounding, as defined in Section 4.2.
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Annex 6 – Categorization of continuous exposures: Analysis and
interpretation
In epidemiological research, particularly for human studies, continuous exposure variables are often
divided into categories, using a priori or data-driven (percentiles) cut points of exposure. One reason
for such categorization is that interpreting and conveying the results of such analyses in terms of
public health messages is often simpler compared to effect estimates from analyses based on
continuous measures, generally generated by linear or non-linear regression analyses.
For this example, we look at the association between dietary fibre intake and the ratio of total
cholesterol to HDL-cholesterol (total-cholesterol:HDL) in a small cross-sectional study of 178
overweight and obese women aged between 21 and 44 years. These women were enrolled at three
different recruitment centres and were asked to record their diet by weighted 2-day food records prior
to having their blood samples drawn. The blood samples were then analyzed for serum lipid profile
and other biomarkers of cardiovascular health. The outcome considered here, the total-cholesterol:HDL
ratio, is considered to be a reliable predictor of later coronary heart disease in both men and women.
(Ingelsson et al., 2007; Hartley et al., 2016).
NOTE: The example is chosen for illustrative purposes and discussions of study quality, risk of bias
and causality are beyond the scope of this example. The example is based on real data, but the results
have not been published in a peer-reviewed journal (the primary aim of this study was not to examine
this cross-sectional association). Even though the example is within the nutritional domain, the same
considerations as reflected on here would apply if the example would have addressed exposures more
relevant to toxicological risk assessment.
Continuous exposure: The scatter plot for the association between fibre intake and the (total-
cholesterol: HDL ratio is shown in Figure 6. The distribution of exposure and outcome variables are
shown in Table 11.
When looking at the scatter plot there appears to be a modest decrease in the lipid ratio with
increasing fibre intake. Due to the high between-person variability it is, however, difficult to evaluate
this association visually. Furthermore, the scatter plot only shows the crude association where potential
confounders, such as age and body mass index (BMI), have not been accounted for.
Figure 6: Scatterplot of the cross-sectional association between dietary fibre intake and the total-
cholesterol:HDL ratio ((based on the continuous values of the variables) in 178 overweight
and obese women aged between 21 and 44 years
Table 11: Distribution of the exposure and outcome variables
Mean (SD) Range
Total-cholesterol: HDL 3.5 (0.90) 1.8–6.6
Total cholesterol (mg/dL) 193 (33) 108–288
HDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 58 (14) 33–126
Dietary fibre (g/day) 15 (6) 4–35
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To evaluate this association statistically, we assume a linear relationship using linear regression
analyses. For the unadjusted association shown in Table 12 below the regression model would be
written as:
Y(x) ¼ aþ bx
where x is fibre intake and b is the slope for the association between fibre intake and the total-
cholesterol:HDL ratio; and a is the value of that ratio at zero fibre intake. For this particular example
the intercept a gives the total-cholesterol: HDL ratio at 0 fibre intake, which does not exist in this
population (the intercept a is therefore of limited relevance). Table 12 shows the slope for both the
unadjusted association and the slope after adjusting for covariates (the adjusted model has more
terms added to the model above).
Based on the unadjusted regression coefficient, the total-cholesterol:HDL ratio decreases by 0.28
per 10-g increase in fibre intake. After adjustment, the estimated decrease is slightly stronger (0.35).
The high variability seen in Figure 6 is partly reflected by the relatively wide confidence intervals with
the upper limit being strictly below but close to zero.
When interpreting the association in Table 12, some assumptions have to be made. One
interpretation would be that the maximum possible increase in fibre intake in this population (see
Table 11) is about 30 grams. Based on the adjusted slope, the maximum expected decrease in the
total-cholesterol: HDL ratio would be around 1.05, which is s around 30% of the mean value for that
ratio. The above interpretation rests on two assumptions. First, we assume a linear relationship across
the full range of fibre intake, which may not be the case. Therefore, fitting a non-linear function might
give a better estimate of the underlying dose response, though interpreting the resulting coefficients
and the associated uncertainty (confidence intervals) would be more complex. Secondly, assuming a
change in fibre intake of 30 g/day seems quite large as such an increase is quite extreme based on
the intake distribution in this population.
Categorical exposure:
Examining the association between dietary fibres and the total-cholesterol:HDL ratio by breaking
the continuous fibre variable into categories offers a different way of examining and interpreting the
data. In the example below the fibre variable has been a priori divided into 4 intake groups:
• group 1 (4 to < 10 g/day),
• group 2 (10 to < 15 g/day),
• group 3 (15 to < 20 g/day) and
• group 4 (20 to 35 g/day).
The corresponding scatter plot is shown in Figure 7 where the median intake in each fibre group is
used. Figure 7 shows the same data as in Figure 6 but now participants in each group have been
assigned the median value in their respective exposure category. As for Figure 6, the high between-
person variability in the outcome combined with assigning the same value to all participants within the
same group makes it difficult to evaluate the association by visual inspection.
Table 12: Association between dietary fibre intake entered as continuous variable and the total-
cholesterol:HDL ratio. The regression coefficient gives the change in the outcome per 10-
g increase in dietary fibre intake
Unadjusted b (95% CI) p for trend(a) Adjusted(b) b (95% CI) p for trend(a)
–0.28 (–0.51, –0.06) 0.02 –0.35 (–0.60, –0.11) 0.005
(a): t-test with fibre intake entered as continuous variable in the crude regression model.
(b): Adjusted for age, body mass index, total energy intake and recruitment centre
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To evaluate this association statistically we again use linear regression analysis based on the
following model for the unadjusted association:
Y(x) ¼ a + b2x2 + b3x3 + b4x4
Here x2 is a binary variable for exposure group 2 and is set to zero except when fibre intake is
within the range of that group (10 to < 15 g/day). The variables x3 and x4 are coded in the same way.
Based on modelling, the intercept a represents the mean total-cholesterol:HDL ratio in group 1. The
slopes b2, b3 and b4 represent the mean change in the total-cholesterol: HDL ratio relative to group 1.
The estimated slopes for this unadjusted association and the slope after adjusting for covariates are
shown in Table 13 (for the adjusted model more terms have been added to the model above).
The adjusted results in Table 13 show that, compared to group 1, the total-cholesterol: HDL ratio is
on average 0.17, 0.36 and 0.48 lower in groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively. That is when fibre intake is
increased from a median of 7 to 22 g/day, the decrease in total-cholesterol: HDL is on average 0.48,
which is about 13% of the mean ratio (see Table 11).
In this example it appears that the assumption of linearity may be justified. Going back to Table 12,
the adjusted slope was –0.35 per 10 g-increase in fibres. The difference in intake between group 1
(median of 7 g/day) and group 4 (median of 22 g/day) is 15 g of fibre, which would be a decrease of
0.51 based on the adjusted linear slope. The estimate based on the categorical exposure is a 0.48
decrease, which is in practical terms almost the same number. If the association would not have been
linear, this consistency would not have been present.
Figure 7: Scatterplot of the cross-sectional association between dietary fibre intake categorized into 4
groups e and the total-cholesterol:HDL ratio in 178 overweight and obese women aged
between 21 and 44 years
Table 13: Association between dietary fibre intake and the total-cholesterol:HDL ratio. The dietary
fibre variable has been divided into 4 categories and regression coefficients reflect the
mean change relative to group 1
Fibre intake (g/day) Unadjusted Adjusted(a)
Group Median (range) b (95% CI) b (95% CI)
1 (n = 32) 7 (4 – < 10) Referent (3.71(b)) Referent
2 (n = 56) 13 (10 – < 15) –0.11 (–0.50, 0.28) –0.17 (–0.54, 0,21)
3 (n = 51) 17 (15 – < 20) –0.32 (–0.71, 0.08) –0.36 (–0,74, 0.03)
4 (n = 39) 22 (20–35) –0.49 (–0.91, –0.07) –0.48 (–0.88, –0.07)
p for trend(c) 0.01 0.01
(a): Adjusted for age, body mass index, total energy intake and recruitment centre.
(b): The mean total-cholesterol: HDL ration is 3.71 in group 1.
(c): t-test with the categorical fibre variable modelled as continuous variable using the median intake in each category (e.g. 7,
13, 17 and 22 g/day).
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In terms of dose response, the p-value for trend in Table 13 is obtained by entering the categorical
variables (4 values) as continuous variable in the regression model where the median values in each
group has been assigned to each observation. For both the unadjusted and adjusted value, the p-
value for trend is 0.01 compared to 0.02 and 0.005 for the unadjusted and adjusted values in Table 12
above, where the exposure variable was entered as a continuous variable in the regression model.
Generally, the continuous exposure estimate is a stronger test, which is reflected by a lower p-value
for the continuous exposure variable in this case.
To complete this example, we end with some general conclusions:
Why are continuous exposures sometimesmodelled as categorical in observational studies?
• Because the results are easy to explain: From a public health point of view, it may be
easier to explain and communicate that the total-cholesterol: HDL ratio decreases by 0.48
among those with high (> 20 g/day) compared to low (< 10 g/day) fibre intake compared to
saying that the ratio decreases by 0.35 per 10 g increase in fibre intake under the assumption
that the association is linear across the full exposure range.
• Simple way to assess deviation from linearity: In cases where the dose response
relationship is not linear, the categorical presentation of results as in Table 13 gives a more
readily interpretable estimate of the dose response compared to presenting parameters of a
non-linear function along with their confidence intervals. The high between-person variability
makes graphical presentation of results a less feasible option compared to other study
populations where variability is lower (e.g. controlled studies in inbred experimental animals).
• Suitability for incorporation of the results in dose-response meta-analysis (Orsini et al., 2012;
Crippa and Orsini, 2016; Crippa et al., 2018)
What are the limitations?
• Loss of information: Collapsing continuous exposures into categorical exposures means loss
of information (precision). Fewer categories mean greater loss of precision as the exposure
across broader range is assigned the same value within each category. This generally means
that it is more difficult to detect an association and effect estimates tend to be biased towards
the NULL.
• False positives: One criticism of using categorical exposures is that such analyses are prone
to false positives (Bennette and Vickers, 2012). That is the pairwise comparison relative to a
referent exposure category results in n-1 number of comparisons when the exposure has been
divided into n categories. If correctly done this problem can easily be avoided by first testing
formally if there is an overall dose response based on a single predefined test. Such a test
could be a simple t-test as used in Tables 11 and 12 above where exposure was entered as
the original continuous variable or grouped continuous variable in the regression model.
Alternatively, in Table 13 an F-test testing if all 4 groups are equal could have been used for
the categorical exposure. A nonlinear function could also have been used for the continuous
exposure variable. The key issue is to predefine a priori how a single test for dose response
will be done. The level of significance in each category relative to some referent should not be
interpreted as a measure of dose response (in the same way as identifying NOAEL relative to a
control dose group in a toxicological experiment is considered more uncertain compared to
identifying a reference point by performing a benchmark dose analyses).
Other general considerations
• In the example above, the continuous and categorical exposure estimates gave similar results
as the association is close to linear. When associations deviate from linearity, the use of
categorical exposure provide a simple and immediate way of presenting such relationships
without the need for formal mathematical functions.
• Often exposure is broken down into equally sized quantiles (tertiles, quartiles of quintiles). The
advantage of that approach is that the same number of observations in each quantile gives the
same precision across groups. This comes at the expense that the exposure range within each
quantile depends on the underlying exposure distribution that differs between different studies,
thus reducing their comparability, and generates categories largely differing in their width and
likely to be less biologically meaningful (Rothman, 2014). In the example above pre-defined
cutoffs were used (not quantiles) and the precision (number of observations) across categories
was therefore not equal.
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• Use of categorical or quantile exposures in observational studies should not be confused with
‘dose-groups’ as used in controlled animal experiments. In simple terms there are no
similarities as no dose (exposure) is assigned.
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